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Ellie Palmer covered her face as she scoffed. 

“Are you overestimating yourself a little, Mandy Zimmer? A thief wants to strike a deal? 

“Are you even worthy?” 

Mandy completely ignored Ellie and only glared at Jax Hamilton 

“Let my mother go, Fourth Young Master. As long as you give her back, I’ll sign the contract,” 

said Mandy slowly word by word. 

“I swear by my position as the head of the ninth branch that I won’t pursue this matter any 

further.” 

Jax squinted in curiosity. 

“Let go of your mother?” 

“Right. It’s a simple request.” 

Mandy’s expression was as cold as ice then. 

“Since things have gotten to this point, there’s no need to deny the fact, Fourth Young Master. 

“You and I both know that Mordu Casino Palace is just another distraction for me to come here. 

Even if the project itself is a cash cow, it’s still not enough of a reason for me to rush over here. 

“My mother being kidnapped is the real reason I’ m here. 

“You’ll hand me my mother, and I’ll hand you the contract. Does that sound fair?” 

“What a kind daughter. Truly moving.” 

Jax clapped his hands. 

“It’s a shame that I don’t even know your mother. I don’t know what you meant by 

kidnapping her either.” 

Ellie coldly chuckled. 

“What’s the point of slandering the Fourth Young Master at this point, Mandy? 



“Hurry up and sign the contract so we can part ways already!” 

nulames 

“Enough talk! Sign the contract! If you don’t, we’ Il put you behind bars with this violent 

maniac!” threatened the inspector with a cold expression after getting hit. 

Mandy frantically changed expressions. She didn ‘t expect that Jax would blatantly deny 

knowing about Lilian Yates’ kidnapping, 

Harvey York slightly frowned. He didn’t believe that Jax had no idea about the matter… 

But there was no proof to refute that yet. 

“Sign the contract!” After thinking that Harvey and Mandy were scared witless, Ellie walked 

forward after seeing their expressions worsen. 

TA 

Harvey calmly glanced back and replied coldly,” As Mandy said, let her mother go, and she’ll 

sign the contract. 

“If you’re not letting her go, then get out of here already.” 

“How dare you?! 

“You’re telling us to leave?! Who do you think 

we are?! 

Ellie clapped her hands. Shooters on the rooftop immediately took the safeties off their firearms. 

Slagharvey  

The whole place was getting dangerously tense! 

Harvey showed a cold expression as he glanced around him, visualizing his moves. 

The enemy had about thirty shooters. If a fight were to break out, he was confident that he could 

take down every single one of them. 

Though, Mandy’s safety was another issue. 

Of course, he could try holding Jax hostage if he 

had to. 



Vroom! 

Right at this moment, a van drove over at the entrance. A person wearing traditional clothing 

walked out of the van after the vehicle’s door opened. 

Jan 

He calmly looked around the place, then coldly asked, “Fourth Young Master, and Head 

Zimmer, correct? 

(The Fourth Lady knows about the situation here. 

“She said that there’s no need to escalate things 

and that it’s extremely embarrassing! 

“She wants all of you to come to the Hamilton Council Chamber.” 

Harvey slightly squinted in thought. 

The Fourth Lady? 

The King of Gambling, Fabian Hamilton's fourth wife, Polly Bolton? 
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The Hamilton Council Chamber was located at the peak of Arcburn Mountain, surrounded by rol

ling mountains while facing the sea. The view was breathtaking 

Thones  

The Hamilton family occupying the summit of Las Vegas was the same as announcing their dom

inance within the country‘s borders.  

Fifteen minutes later, Harvey York, Mandy Zimmer, and the others had arrived at the Hamilton 

Council Chamber.  

The place was extremely huge, covering around ten thousand square feet of space.  

Other than the wooden armchair in the middle of the place, numerous amount of official‘s armch

airs made out of golden–silk phoebe wood were placed on either side. Countless well  
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known calligraphies of famous people were hung all over the place. Even 

many treasures that were considered antiques were found here.  



Everything here was constantly flaunting just how wealthy the Hamilton family was.  

After seeing all this, Harvey was more interested in the legendary King of Gambling  

Legends said that Fabian Hamilton was just a mere mover at the docks back then. After the first–

in–command looked up to him at the time, he was asked to be the family‘s live–in son–in  

law.  

The King of Gambling rose to power because of the incident. Not only did he earn glory 

and riches beyond all comprehension, he even successfully established his business all over Las  

Vegas.  

After he had authority, the first thing he did was kill off his wife and 

her entire family to show his resolution.  

After marrying four different wives and giving birth to many children, the Hamilton family was  

born.  

Of course, even though Harvey was interested in meeting the man himself, he only came with M

andy because he wanted to see how the fourth wife would resolve the situation.  

While Harvey and the others stood in the middle of the hall, frantic footsteps could be heard echo

ing all over the place. Around a dozen  

people were seen surrounding a woman in her thirties.  

Her figure was enchanting, while 

her makeup looked exquisite. She wore a seasonal Givenchy dress while a priceless emerald brac

elet dangled from her wrist. Her gaze was extremely sharp, suggesting she would be hard to get a

long with at first glance.  

This woman was the fourth wife of the King of 

Gambling herself and Jax Hamilton‘s blood mother, Polly Bolton.  

The people following behind her were all relatives of the family.  

Those people were already used to liv with silver spoons in their mouths. Their gazes were filled 

with utter disgust when looking at Harvey and Mandy.  

A few women were quite disdainful, thinking that a countrybumpkin like Harvey 

would never have a chance out in public.  

They‘re the ones who challenged the Fourth Young Master out in public?!‘  



“They must have a death wish!  

But the third young master, Denver Hamilton, was surprisingly absent then. If not, it would be  

a lot more exciting.  

“Mother!”  

“Fourth Lady!”  

Jax and Ellie Palmer both walked up and greeted Polly when they saw her.  

Polly completely ignored them and 

waved her hand, then sat on the middle wooden armchair before sipping out of a teacup.  

English large  

“Our family prides ourselves on living in harmony. You can t 

just go outside killing people as you wish! The outsiders will make fun of us,” said 

Pollyin a cold tone after glancing at Jax.  

“Of course. I was wrong,” Jax apologized while his eyes frantically twitched.  

“Here‘s how everything happened...”  

He then described the entire situation, conveniently excluding the part where he tried  

to frame someone else.  

Polly seemed indifferent. It was unknown whether she was feeling happy 

or sad. After a long while, she then glanced at Mandy.  

“Head Zimmer, did my baby boy try to frame you at any moment?”  

Mandy frowned while she prepared to speak, but Harvey shook his head before she could 

even say anything. He then took a step 

forward and coldly exclaimed, “We have proof that Jax and the others framed her,Fourth Lady. “

Since you gof us here, I believe that you‘ll give us justice judging from the reputation you have i

n Las Vegas.”  

Then, Harvey took out his phone, showed the footage that he downloaded on their way there, and

 then threw the phone in front of Polly. 
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Polly Bolton squinted and glanced at Harvey York without looking at the phone on the ground. 



After a while, she then cracked a smile. 

“Since you say you have proof, then it must be 

true. 

Olish Nar 

“I’ll give you a fair statement about this matter.” 

“Mother…” 

Jax Hamilton’s expression frantically changed. 

Polly glanced at Jax, then coldly exclaimed,” How embarrassing! 

“As a member of the Hamilton family, you can gamble, you can buy, you can even steal your 

casino license back if you want to! 

“But how are you supposed to refute when you 

get caught trying to frame someone else?! 

“Jax Hamilton, you are to shut yourself in the backyard for three days! If you don’t understand 

this fact, then don’t even think of coming back out! 

Jax was showing an odd look on his face before he bowed. 

“As you wish.” 

After hearing those words, the people around were confused. 

“What sort of statement is this? Jax can’t go outside forthree days? 

‘What kind of punishment is this even?’ 

Before Harvey had a chance to respond, Polly continued with her speech. 

“As for Mordu Casino-Palace… 

“Head Zimmer, my son signed a contract with Prince Jean himself, not with you. 

“According to the rules, we must have our shares back now that Prince Jean has passed 

away. 



“But to compensate for your losses, we will give you a hundred and fifty million dollars to show 

our sincerity. 

“Prince Jean bought his shares with this amount back then. 

“If you sign the contract, you may leave with the money. Ja  

“But if you don’t, we can call the cops to arrest you for battery… 

“Do not doubt me. You have proof, but so do 

we.”  

Polly clapped her hands soon after. 

Then, her secretary brought out a laptop and played a video. 

In the footage, Harvey was seen hitting people inside the villa. 

“Since you all want to talk reason, we’ll play by 

the rules. 

“With that said… 

“Las Vegas still belongs to the Hamilton family. 

“Casino licenses must not be in the hands of outsiders. Thisisa family rule… 

“That’s why Head Zimmer. Please…” 

Someone then placed a table in front of Mandy, ready with the contract to give up her shares on 

top of it. 

Mandy’s expression was utterly horrible. Judging from the King of Gambling’s fourth 

wife, she thought that there would be no 

element of foul play. 

But everything was a trap from the beginning. 

Even though Polly seemed quite reasonable, and that she would willingly hand over Lucas Jean’s 

one hundred and fifty million dollar investment 



Lucas bought the shares about a dozen years ago. If the shares were to be withdrawn, they would 

be worth at least a billion and five hundred million dollars according to current market value, Oy 

One hundred and fifty million dollars? 

One buwan 

Were they trying to send off a beggar or something? 

“You hear that, Head Zimmer?! Sign it already! Ellie Palmer said in unison while showing a 

disdainful look on her face. 

“You could’ve just said that you wanted the money outside! Why even bother coming all the 

way here to the Fourth Lady? 

“I can’t believe you’re making such a big fuss for just a hundred and fifty million dollars! You 

people from Country H really are stingy 

Ellie burst out a cold laugh. 

‘Country bumpkins from ntry H dares to challenge the Hamilton family?” 

‘What are they thinking?!! 

‘Don’t they know whose turf this is?! 

“Fourth Lady.” 

Mandy took a deep breath without even glancing at the documents. 

“I already said it outside, and now I’ll say it again,” she slowly exclaimed. 
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“I don‘t want your money. If you let my mother go, I‘ll willingly give up my fifty percent share,”

 said Mandy Zimmer with a steady pace.  

“As long as I see my mother in one piece, I‘ll...”  

Clang!  

The once polite and gentle Polly Bolton threw the teacup to the ground in a fit of rage.  

“How dare you?!  



“Head Zimmer, are you accusing that the Hamilton family kidnapped your mother to take your s

hares?!  

“The family has very successful businesses! What makes you think that we can‘t just take the sha

res back with our own money?!  

“Do we even have the need to do something like  

that?!  

Polly‘s gaze was utterly disdainful.  

“Go outside and tell them! Tell them we kidnapped your mother! See if anyone believes  

you!”  

“What a joke! Who do you think we 

are?! We‘re kings of Las Vegas! Why would we even do such a thing?!”  

“These people from Country H are ridiculous! They‘re clearly trying to cling onto us! They‘re us

ing the fifty percent share of Mordu Casino Palace to get more money, but they‘re still acting all 

high and mighty about it?”  

“Our family doesn‘t even want to work with them anymore, yet they‘re still trying to pester us! T

hey‘re actually shameless!  

“These people are just too greedy. The Fourth Lady already promised them one hundred and fifty

 million dollars. If they think it‘s 

not enough, just say it already. Why bother making up something like that...?”  

“Just ask for more if 

that‘s what you want. It‘s a shame that the Fourth Lady doesn‘t get pushed around that easily...”  

“They think the Fourth Lady is as reasonable as the Fourth Young Master and that they can do as

 they please?”  

Everyone in the family started gossiping at this moment while showing looks of disgust on their  

faces.  

In their eyes, Harvey and Mandy were two insatiable and greedy bastards.  

They would say and do anything for money.  

In reality, they knew what Mandy‘s shares represented.  



Because of where Mordu Casino–

Palace was located, it was placed as one of the top five businesses out of all casino–palaces.  

Every year, Mordu Casino–

Palace would make more than fifteen billion dollars in profit. Even after deducting the cost of ex

penses, there were still billions of dollars left.  

With the shares back, profits would skyrocket in the future.  

That was why rightor wrong didn‘t matter then. The importantthing was the benefit and interest f

opthe family.  

Besides, their opponents were two people that didn‘t have any background in Las Vegas.  

In front 

of the Hamilton family, the head of the ninth branch within the Jean family had no clout.  

Jax, who seemed quite courteous then, walked  

forward and showed a warm smile.  

“Things have already gotten to this point. There  

s no point if you keep talking, Head Zimmer.  

“Just do as I said. Sign the contract and take the money, then we‘ll both go on our merry ways.  

“Of course, you don‘t have to sign if you keep demanding other things.  

“But I have to remind you something. The inspectors are about to arrive.  

“Not only did Mr. York here beat up one of our people, he even went for the inspectors!  

“According to the laws of Las Vegas, I‘m afraid he‘ll be in deep trouble!”  

Jax then walked beside Mandy and whispered,” Of course, if you don‘t sign the contract 

now, I‘ll make sure that your mother doesn‘t see the light of day ever again.”  

Mandy shivered after a chilling tone echoed  

inside her ear.  

She never expected that Jax, a seemingly gentle and polite man, would actually be that shameless

.  
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“Sign it already...”  

Jax Hamilton picked up the Montblanc signature pen on the 

table, then politely handed it to Mandy Zimmer.  

“After you sign, you may leave. We won‘t pursue this matter any further.”  

Sirens were echoing from outside. The inspectors from Las Vegas Police Station had arrived..  

“Are you still not signing, Head Zimmer?” Ellie Palmer asked coldly.  

“If you‘re still not signing, Harvey York will be put behind bars when the inspectors come in.”  

Mandy trembled before she got ready to sign the paper.  

Slap!  

Harvey took a step forward and slapped the signature pen to the ground, then collected the docu

ments on the table before tearing them to shreds.  

“Don‘t sign it, Mandy!  

“Judging from the Hamilton family‘s personality, they wouldn‘t easily let us go even if we did!  

“They‘re only being this hasty because they‘re desperate to take your shares back!  

“Since they really want to play, we‘ll play along.  

Maybe we can even establish another casino palace with the shares we have!”  

“I do want to see the downfall of the Hamilton family!”  

“He wants to use the shares of the Hamilton family‘s casino license to establish another casino–

palace?‘  

And he‘s planning to challenge the family?!‘  

The crowd burst out laughing after hearing Harvey‘s statement.  

The Hamilton family was the only top–rated family in Las Vegas!  

It was said that there were four out of six casino licenses in their hands!  

An outsidet like Harvey planned to use the shares from the family‘s casino license to establish an

other casino–palace so he could challenge them?  



Ridiculous!  

Everyone glared at Harvey like they were looking at an idiot, thinking 

that he must‘ve been brain  

dead. He would never even say something as insane as this if he were not.  

The women of the family were even showing playful looks on their faces.  

They thought that Harvey was at least reasonably capable since he was holding his ground in fro

nt of Polly Bolton.  

Then, they realized that he was just an ignorant fool trying to show off!  

Mandy stood frozen in place. She didn‘t understand what Harvey was trying to do. “The Hamilto

n family did so much just to take your shares away from you the easy way!” Harvey calmly excla

imed.  

“Since they planned for this long and used all the tricks up their sleeves, it‘s enough to prove the 

importance of the shares that you have!  

“Since that‘s the case, we‘ll do it ourselves with  

this.  

“Even if we can‘t establish a casino–palace, we‘ll just sell the shares off with a high price!  

“I think people from Las Vegas or Hong Kong will be quite interested in this!”  

The Hamilton family frantically changed their expressions after hearing Harvey‘s reasoning.  

If the shares were to goto outsiders, there would be a hole inthe family‘s pocket. Not 

only was this extremely shameful, but they would  

also suffer great losses.  

JanS.  

Jaxand Ellie were showing utterly horrible faces. If they could not take back Mandy‘s shares, the

re would be many more variables if Jax were to compete for the position of the family‘s patriarch

.  

The other houses would definitely want to see the two embarrass themselves.  

Footsteps were echoing from outside. A dozen inspectors with loaded firearms walked inside, the

n bowed in front of Polly before closing in on Harvey.  



“Harvey…”  

Mandy frowned after seeing the sight.  

She didn‘t want to see Harvey taken away by the police.  

“Don‘t worry, Mandy. We‘ll be fine.”  

Harvey showed a warm smile.  

“On the contrary, today will be the beginning of the end for the Hamilton family.” 
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“Alright! Stop showing off! 

“You people from Country H sure like to talk big! You won’t stop until you’re the center of 

attention, will you?!” 

A virtuous slender female inspector walked over at this moment while sizing up Harvey York 

filled with disdain. 

“The Hamilton family called us here, stating that you injured a few inspectors! 

“Please come with us immediately!” 

Harvey completely ignored the inspector and glared at Polly Bolton with a cold expression. 

“Just you wait, Fourth Lady! 

“You kidnapped my mother-in-law… 

“And you hurt my wife… 

“Then, you put me behind bars… 

“I’ll remember every single one of these things you did. 

lish 

“Don’t you worry. I’ll get bailed out of the police station real soon. When I do, I’ll pay you back 

a hundredfold! “Not only do I want your family to be erased from existence, but I also want to 

watch your casino licenses slip away to other families!” 

Harvey was not interested in killing off Polly immediately. 



He wanted to torture people like those slowly and make them feel the pain of falling all the way 

to the deepest parts of Hell. 

“You want my family to be erased from existence?” 

LL 

Jax Hamilton showed a cold expression without giving a straight answer. 

“Do you think you can even do something like that? First, you should think of getting out of the 

police station unscathed.” 

Jax then walked toward Harvey and patted his 

face. 

“Let me give you a friendly reminder, seventy percent of people in the police station belong to 

the Hamilton family 

“I told you, the Hamilton family are kings of Las Vegas. 

“I wouldn’t lie to you.” 

Polly then calmly sat on her armchair again, with an indifferent expression on her face. 

“You’re not the first one to challenge me, Kid. 

“But every single one of them kneeled in front of me in the end. 

“That’s why I’m looking forward to you doing the same as well. 

“Will you take three days? Or five? 

“Maybe you won’t even last a single day?” 

“You’ll know soon enough.”. 

Harvey chuckled without any intention to 

continue talking. He then gestured at Mandy before leaving for the police station together. 

An hour later, at the Las Vegas Police Station. 

Harvey casually sat inside the interrogation room while looking at his surroundings, occasionally 

sipping his coffee. He looked as if he was just taking a vacation. 



Bang! 

The slender inspector slammed her hands on the table and glared at Harvey. 

“Be serious! Answer the question properly! 

“As a man from Country H, not only are you not behaving like a proper person coming to Las 

Vegas, you even injured people out in public! 

“It’s bad enough that you do that, but you also 

beat up some inspectors) 

“Let me tell you, we already have information about their injuries! 

“Since they’re all lightly injured, it’s enough for you to be put behind bars for ten whole years!” 

The bald inspector on the side then coldly exclaimed, “You’ll have a better time if you tell it 

straight to us, you bastard!” 

“If I tell you that the Hamilton family were the ones that distorted the truth and hit us first and 

that I was just protecting myself out of self defense, would you believe me?” asked Harvey while 

his interest peaked. 

The slender inspector scoffed. 

“Do you have any idea what the Hamilton family is?! 

“They’re the only top-rated family in Las Vegas! Their family motto is to live in harmony! 

“Not only is the Fourth Young Master very personable and gentle, but he’s also a well known 

philanthropist! Why would someone like that even start beating people up?! 

“Even if they did, they only forced their hand because you were being excessive!” 
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The Hamilton Council Chamber was located at the peak of Arcburn Mountain, surround
ed by rolling mountains while facing the sea. The view was breathtaking 

Thones  



The Hamilton family occupying the summit of Las Vegas was the same as announcing t
heir dominance within the country‘s borders.  

Fifteen minutes later, Harvey York, Mandy Zimmer, and the others had arrived at the Ha
milton Council Chamber.  

The place was extremely huge, covering around ten thousand square feet of space.  

Other than the wooden armchair in the middle of the place, numerous amount of official‘
s armchairs made out of golden–silk phoebe wood 
were placed on either side. Countless well  
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known calligraphies of famous people were hung all over the place. Even 
many treasures that were considered antiques were found here.  

Everything here was constantly flaunting just how wealthy the Hamilton family was.  

After seeing all this, Harvey was more interested in the legendary King of Gambling  

Legends said that Fabian Hamilton was just a mere mover at the docks back then. After
 the first–in–
command looked up to him at the time, he was asked to be the family‘s live–in son–in  

law.  

The King of Gambling rose to power because of the incident. Not only did he earn glory 
and riches beyond all comprehension, he even successfully established his business all
 over Las  

Vegas.  

After he had authority, the first thing he did was kill off his wife and 
her entire family to show his resolution.  

After marrying four different wives and giving birth to many children, the Hamilton family 
was  

born.  

Of course, even though Harvey was interested in meeting the man himself, he only cam
e with Mandy because he wanted to see how the fourth wife would resolve the situation.
  



While Harvey and the others stood in the middle of the hall, frantic footsteps could be he
ard echoing all over the place. Around a dozen  

people were seen surrounding a woman in her thirties.  

Her figure was enchanting, while 
her makeup looked exquisite. She wore a seasonal Givenchy dress while a priceless e
merald bracelet dangled from her wrist. Her gaze was extremely sharp, suggesting she 
would be hard to get along with at first glance.  

This woman was the fourth wife of the King of 
Gambling herself and Jax Hamilton‘s blood mother, Polly Bolton.  

The people following behind her were all relatives of the family.  

Those people were already used to liv with silver spoons in their mouths. Their gazes w
ere filled with utter disgust when looking at Harvey and Mandy.  

A few women were quite disdainful, thinking that a countrybumpkin like Harvey 
would never have a chance out in public.  

They‘re the ones who challenged the Fourth Young Master out in public?!‘  

“They must have a death wish!  

But the third young master, Denver Hamilton, was surprisingly absent then. If not, it wou
ld be  

a lot more exciting.  

“Mother!”  

“Fourth Lady!”  

Jax and Ellie Palmer both walked up and greeted Polly when they saw her.  

Polly completely ignored them and 
waved her hand, then sat on the middle wooden armchair before sipping out of a teacup
.  

English large  

“Our family prides ourselves on living in harmony. You can t 
just go outside killing people as you wish! The outsiders will make fun of us,” said 
Pollyin a cold tone after glancing at Jax.  



“Of course. I was wrong,” Jax apologized while his eyes frantically twitched.  

“Here‘s how everything happened...”  

He then described the entire situation, conveniently excluding the part where he tried  

to frame someone else.  

Polly seemed indifferent. It was unknown whether she was feeling happy 
or sad. After a long while, she then glanced at Mandy.  

“Head Zimmer, did my baby boy try to frame you at any moment?”  

Mandy 
frowned while she prepared to speak, but Harvey shook his head before she could 
even say anything. He then took a step 
forward and coldly exclaimed, “We have proof that Jax and the others framed her,Fourt
h Lady. “Since you gof us here, I believe that you‘ll give us justice judging from the reput
ation you have in Las Vegas.”  

Then, Harvey took out his phone, showed the footage that he downloaded on their way t
here, and then threw the phone in front of Polly. 
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Polly Bolton squinted and glanced at Harvey York without looking at the phone on the 
ground. 

After a while, she then cracked a smile. 

“Since you say you have proof, then it must be 

true. 

Olish Nar 

“I’ll give you a fair statement about this matter.” 

“Mother…” 

Jax Hamilton’s expression frantically changed. 

Polly glanced at Jax, then coldly exclaimed,” How embarrassing! 

“As a member of the Hamilton family, you can gamble, you can buy, you can even steal 
your casino license back if you want to! 



“But how are you supposed to refute when you 

get caught trying to frame someone else?! 

“Jax Hamilton, you are to shut yourself in the backyard for three days! If you don’t 
understand this fact, then don’t even think of coming back out! 

Jax was showing an odd look on his face before he bowed. 

“As you wish.” 

After hearing those words, the people around were confused. 

“What sort of statement is this? Jax can’t go outside forthree days? 

‘What kind of punishment is this even?’ 

Before Harvey had a chance to respond, Polly continued with her speech. 

“As for Mordu Casino-Palace… 

“Head Zimmer, my son signed a contract with Prince Jean himself, not with you. 

“According to the rules, we must have our shares back now that Prince Jean has 
passed 

away. 

“But to compensate for your losses, we will give you a hundred and fifty million dollars to 
show 

our sincerity. 

“Prince Jean bought his shares with this amount back then. 

“If you sign the contract, you may leave with the money. Ja  

“But if you don’t, we can call the cops to arrest you for battery… 

“Do not doubt me. You have proof, but so do 

we.”  

Polly clapped her hands soon after. 

Then, her secretary brought out a laptop and played a video. 



In the footage, Harvey was seen hitting people inside the villa. 

“Since you all want to talk reason, we’ll play by 

the rules. 

“With that said… 

“Las Vegas still belongs to the Hamilton family. 

“Casino licenses must not be in the hands of outsiders. Thisisa family rule… 

“That’s why Head Zimmer. Please…” 

Someone then placed a table in front of Mandy, ready with the contract to give up her 
shares on top of it. 

Mandy’s expression was utterly horrible. Judging from the King of Gambling’s fourth 

wife, she thought that there would be no 

element of foul play. 

But everything was a trap from the beginning. 

Even though Polly seemed quite reasonable, and that she would willingly hand over 
Lucas Jean’s one hundred and fifty million dollar investment 

Lucas bought the shares about a dozen years ago. If the shares were to be withdrawn, 
they would be worth at least a billion and five hundred million dollars according to 
current market value, Oy 

One hundred and fifty million dollars? 

One buwan 

Were they trying to send off a beggar or something? 

“You hear that, Head Zimmer?! Sign it already! Ellie Palmer said in unison while 
showing a disdainful look on her face. 

“You could’ve just said that you wanted the money outside! Why even bother coming all 
the way here to the Fourth Lady? 

“I can’t believe you’re making such a big fuss for just a hundred and fifty million dollars! 
You people from Country H really are stingy 



Ellie burst out a cold laugh. 

‘Country bumpkins from ntry H dares to challenge the Hamilton family?” 

‘What are they thinking?!! 

‘Don’t they know whose turf this is?! 

“Fourth Lady.” 

Mandy took a deep breath without even glancing at the documents. 

“I already said it outside, and now I’ll say it again,” she slowly exclaimed. 
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“I don‘t want your money. If you let my mother go, I‘ll willingly give up my fifty percent sh
are,” said Mandy Zimmer with a steady pace.  

“As long as I see my mother in one piece, I‘ll...”  

Clang!  

The once polite and gentle Polly Bolton threw the teacup to the ground in a fit of rage.  

“How dare you?!  

“Head Zimmer, are you accusing that the Hamilton family kidnapped your mother to tak
e your shares?!  

“The family has very successful businesses! What makes you think that we can‘t just tak
e the shares back with our own money?!  

“Do we even have the need to do something like  

that?!  

Polly‘s gaze was utterly disdainful.  

“Go outside and tell them! Tell them we kidnapped your mother! See if anyone believes  

you!”  

“What a joke! Who do you think we 
are?! We‘re kings of Las Vegas! Why would we even do such a thing?!”  



“These people from Country H are ridiculous! They‘re clearly trying to cling onto us! The
y‘re using the fifty percent share of Mordu Casino Palace to get more money, but they‘re
 still acting all high and mighty about it?”  

“Our family doesn‘t even want to work with them anymore, yet they‘re still trying to peste
r us! They‘re actually shameless!  

“These people are just too greedy. The Fourth Lady already promised them one hundre
d and fifty million dollars. If they think it‘s 
not enough, just say it already. Why bother making up something like that...?”  

“Just ask for more if 
that‘s what you want. It‘s a shame that the Fourth Lady doesn‘t get pushed around that 
easily...”  

“They think the Fourth Lady is as reasonable as the Fourth Young Master and that they 
can do as they please?”  

Everyone in the family started gossiping at this moment while showing looks of disgust 
on their  

faces.  

In their eyes, Harvey and Mandy were two insatiable and greedy bastards.  

They would say and do anything for money.  

In reality, they knew what Mandy‘s shares represented.  

Because of where Mordu Casino–
Palace was located, it was placed as one of the top five businesses out of all casino–
palaces.  

Every year, Mordu Casino–
Palace would make more than fifteen billion dollars in profit. Even after deducting the co
st of expenses, there were still billions of dollars left.  

With the shares back, profits would skyrocket in the future.  

That was why rightor wrong didn‘t matter then. The importantthing was the benefit and i
nterest fopthe family.  

Besides, their opponents were two people that didn‘t have any background in Las Vega
s.  



In front 
of the Hamilton family, the head of the ninth branch within the Jean family had no clout.  

Jax, who seemed quite courteous then, walked  

forward and showed a warm smile.  

“Things have already gotten to this point. There  

s no point if you keep talking, Head Zimmer.  

“Just do as I said. Sign the contract and take the money, then we‘ll both go on our merry
 ways.  

“Of course, you don‘t have to sign if you keep demanding other things.  

“But I have to remind you something. The inspectors are about to arrive.  

“Not only did Mr. York here beat up one of our people, he even went for the inspectors!  

“According to the laws of Las Vegas, I‘m afraid he‘ll be in deep trouble!”  

Jax then walked beside Mandy and whispered,” Of course, if you don‘t sign the contract 
now, I‘ll make sure that your mother doesn‘t see the light of day ever again.”  

Mandy shivered after a chilling tone echoed  

inside her ear.  

She never expected that Jax, a seemingly gentle and polite man, would actually be that 
shameless.  
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“Sign it already...”  

Jax Hamilton picked up the Montblanc signature pen on the 
table, then politely handed it to Mandy Zimmer.  

“After you sign, you may leave. We won‘t pursue this matter any further.”  

Sirens were echoing from outside. The inspectors from Las Vegas Police Station had ar
rived..  

“Are you still not signing, Head Zimmer?” Ellie Palmer asked coldly.  



“If you‘re still not signing, Harvey York will be put behind bars when the inspectors come
 in.”  

Mandy trembled before she got ready to sign the paper.  

Slap!  

Harvey took a step forward and slapped the signature pen to the ground, then collected 
the documents on the table before tearing them to shreds.  

“Don‘t sign it, Mandy!  

“Judging from the Hamilton family‘s personality, they wouldn‘t easily let us go even if we
 did!  

“They‘re only being this hasty because they‘re desperate to take your shares back!  

“Since they really want to play, we‘ll play along.  

Maybe we can even establish another casino palace with the shares we have!”  

“I do want to see the downfall of the Hamilton family!”  

“He wants to use the shares of the Hamilton family‘s casino license to establish another 
casino–palace?‘  

And he‘s planning to challenge the family?!‘  

The crowd burst out laughing after hearing Harvey‘s statement.  

The Hamilton family was the only top–rated family in Las Vegas!  

It was said that there were four out of six casino licenses in their hands!  

An outsidet like Harvey planned to use the shares from the family‘s casino license to est
ablish another casino–palace so he could challenge them?  

Ridiculous!  

Everyone glared at Harvey like they were looking at an idiot, thinking 
that he must‘ve been brain  

dead. He would never even say something as insane as this if he were not.  

The women of the family were even showing playful looks on their faces.  



They thought that Harvey was at least reasonably capable since he was holding his gro
und in front of Polly Bolton.  

Then, they realized that he was just an ignorant fool trying to show off!  

Mandy stood frozen in place. She didn‘t understand what Harvey was trying to do. “The 
Hamilton family did so much just to take your shares away from you the easy way!” Har
vey calmly exclaimed.  

“Since they planned for this long and used all the tricks up their sleeves, it‘s enough to p
rove the importance of the shares that you have!  

“Since that‘s the case, we‘ll do it ourselves with  

this.  

“Even if we can‘t establish a casino–
palace, we‘ll just sell the shares off with a high price!  

“I think people from Las Vegas or Hong Kong will be quite interested in this!”  

The Hamilton family frantically changed their expressions after hearing Harvey‘s reasoni
ng.  

If the shares were to goto outsiders, there would be a hole inthe family‘s pocket. Not 
only was this extremely shameful, but they would  

also suffer great losses.  

JanS.  

Jaxand Ellie were showing utterly horrible faces. If they could not take back Mandy‘s sh
ares, there would be many more variables if Jax were to compete for the position of the 
family‘s patriarch.  

The other houses would definitely want to see the two embarrass themselves.  

Footsteps were echoing from outside. A dozen inspectors with loaded firearms walked i
nside, then bowed in front of Polly before closing in on Harvey.  

“Harvey…”  

Mandy frowned after seeing the sight.  

She didn‘t want to see Harvey taken away by the police.  



“Don‘t worry, Mandy. We‘ll be fine.”  

Harvey showed a warm smile.  

“On the contrary, today will be the beginning of the end for the Hamilton family.” 
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“Alright! Stop showing off! 

“You people from Country H sure like to talk big! You won’t stop until you’re the center 
of attention, will you?!” 

A virtuous slender female inspector walked over at this moment while sizing up Harvey 
York filled with disdain. 

“The Hamilton family called us here, stating that you injured a few inspectors! 

“Please come with us immediately!” 

Harvey completely ignored the inspector and glared at Polly Bolton with a cold 
expression. 

“Just you wait, Fourth Lady! 

“You kidnapped my mother-in-law… 

“And you hurt my wife… 

“Then, you put me behind bars… 

“I’ll remember every single one of these things you did. 

lish 

“Don’t you worry. I’ll get bailed out of the police station real soon. When I do, I’ll pay you 
back a hundredfold! “Not only do I want your family to be erased from existence, but I 
also want to watch your casino licenses slip away to other families!” 

Harvey was not interested in killing off Polly immediately. 

He wanted to torture people like those slowly and make them feel the pain of falling all 
the way to the deepest parts of Hell. 

“You want my family to be erased from existence?” 



LL 

Jax Hamilton showed a cold expression without giving a straight answer. 

“Do you think you can even do something like that? First, you should think of getting out 
of the police station unscathed.” 

Jax then walked toward Harvey and patted his 

face. 

“Let me give you a friendly reminder, seventy percent of people in the police station 
belong to the Hamilton family 

“I told you, the Hamilton family are kings of Las Vegas. 

“I wouldn’t lie to you.” 

Polly then calmly sat on her armchair again, with an indifferent expression on her face. 

“You’re not the first one to challenge me, Kid. 

“But every single one of them kneeled in front of me in the end. 

“That’s why I’m looking forward to you doing the same as well. 

“Will you take three days? Or five? 

“Maybe you won’t even last a single day?” 

“You’ll know soon enough.”. 

Harvey chuckled without any intention to 

continue talking. He then gestured at Mandy before leaving for the police station 
together. 

An hour later, at the Las Vegas Police Station. 

Harvey casually sat inside the interrogation room while looking at his surroundings, 
occasionally sipping his coffee. He looked as if he was just taking a vacation. 

Bang! 

The slender inspector slammed her hands on the table and glared at Harvey. 



“Be serious! Answer the question properly! 

“As a man from Country H, not only are you not behaving like a proper person coming 
to Las Vegas, you even injured people out in public! 

“It’s bad enough that you do that, but you also 

beat up some inspectors) 

“Let me tell you, we already have information about their injuries! 

“Since they’re all lightly injured, it’s enough for you to be put behind bars for ten whole 
years!” 

The bald inspector on the side then coldly exclaimed, “You’ll have a better time if you 
tell it straight to us, you bastard!” 

“If I tell you that the Hamilton family were the ones that distorted the truth and hit us first 
and that I was just protecting myself out of self defense, would you believe me?” asked 
Harvey while his interest peaked. 

The slender inspector scoffed. 

“Do you have any idea what the Hamilton family is?! 

“They’re the only top-rated family in Las Vegas! Their family motto is to live in harmony! 

“Not only is the Fourth Young Master very personable and gentle, but he’s also a well 
known philanthropist! Why would someone like that even start beating people up?! 

“Even if they did, they only forced their hand because you were being excessive!” 
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Harvey York merely shrugged. 

“I have solid proof. Do you want to see the full video footage?” he said calmly. 

“Full video footage?!” 

The slender inspector was showing disdain. 

“Do you think the Las Vegas Police Station’s full of idiots?! We have already 
investigated the scene, and someone intentionally destroyed the surveillance system. 
How could there be footage if that’sthe case? 



Anttips 

“Then your so-called proof must be fake, isn’t 

it?  

“According to my knowledge, there’s a very advanced application that allows you to 
tamper with surveillance footage. 

“Besides, I questioned all the witnesses on site before. All of them said that you were 
the one who injured the inspectors! 

“Are you confessing or not?! If not, don’t blame us for forcing our hand!” 

Harvey chuckled. 

“What? Did you think you could just accuse me of anything just because you got some 
so-called witnesses? 

“Did you even look into the cause of the incident? 

“Did you cross-examine the statements? 

LI 

“Do you even have proof on-site? 

“If you have absolutely nothing, why are you even trying to press charges on me? What 
are you thinking?!” 

The slender inspector’s expression turned as 

cold as ice. 

“Are you teaching me how to do my job?! 

“I want to make a phone call.” 

Harvey was indifferent. 

He wanted to reason with the inspectors, but just as Jax Hamilton said, seventy percent 
of the people in the Las Vegas Police Station belonged to the Hamilton family. 

The inspectors were already biased toward the family, and there was no chance that 
they would enforce the law impartially. 



Since those people weren’t doing things by the book, Harvey didn’t want to play along 
anymore. 

The bald inspector’s face darkened. 

“Just answer the questions properly! Stop trying to make phone calls!” 

“Are you sure you don’t want me to make the call? What if you managed to go against 
someone way more powerful than you and start to regret your decisions?” said Harvey 
indifferently 

“Oh! You’re getting someone to suppress us?” 

The slender inspector scoffed yet again, then sized up Harvey before throwing his 
phone in front of him. 

Harveyorkenglish 

“Make the call then! I do want to see what kind of people you can call to bail you out of 
this situation!!! 

WattpS!!!  

Harvey picked up the phone and called Edwin Mendoza in an instant. 

“Why are you calling me this early in the morning, CEO York? Do you have new 
orders?” 

Edwin seemed a little groggy.  

Harvey smiled. 

“You just woke up?” 

“I interrogated a few people overnight and found some leads. If everything goes well, 10 
should be able to provide info about the kidnappers today.” 

“Start talking already! Stop wasting time! Where do you think this is?! Do you think this 
is a place for you to make small talk?!” 

The slender inspector slammed on the table impatiently. 

Edwin seemed to have heard something from the other side of the phone. 

“CEO York, where are you right now?” asked Edwin with a serious tone. 



“The Las Vegas Police Station. The Fourth Young Master accused me of assaulting the 
police. The two inspectors here are trying to press more charges on me.” 

“Las Vegas Police Station?!” 

Edwin froze, then burst out in anger. 

“How dare they?! They’d dare arrest you?! 

“I’ll get there right now! 

After hanging up the phone, the slender inspector confiscated Harvey’s phone while 
showing a face full of disdain. 

“Is there a point? Tell me! What’s the point of making that call?! 

“Are you still trying to pretend?! Are you trying to scare us or something?! 

“If you weren’t calling one of your rascal 

friends, I’ll swallow your phone whole!” 

The bald inspector was showing a playful expression after hearing those words. 

‘What kind of big character from Las Vegas could this man from Country H possibly be 
acquainted with? 

‘He must have a death wish to offend the Hamilton family like that! 
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Harvey York calmly put on a smile.  

“I called Edwin Mendoza.”  

“Young Master Mendoza?!”  

The slender inspector froze. Since Las Vegas was relatively 
small, basically everyone knew the names of all the big characters here.  

But soon after, she showed a disdainful expression.  

“Young Master Mendoza is the son of Las Vegas‘ first–in–
command. He‘s known for being strict and impartial!  



“Not only that, but he‘s also one of the higher ups of our police station! He‘s a big chara
cter!  

“Why would someone like that even go out of his way to protect someone who assaulte
d a police  
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officer?!  

“What are you thinking?!  

“At least think of something more reasonable for you to show off!  

“Or do you think you can scare us off just with Young Master Mendoza‘s name alone?).  

The bald inspector sighed while shaking his head. In the inspectors‘ eyes, they thought t
hat it was embarrassing for a man without any capabilities to act al mysterious.  

Harvey didn‘t feel fazed even for a single second. He smiled and merely replied, “Just w
ait for your moment to swallow the phone whole then.”  

“Fine. You don‘t have to confess either. After all, we have lots of time to play with you.  

“According to the law, we have a total of seventy  

–two hours to detain you here!”  

The slender inspector showed no emotion with her icy cold expression.  

“We‘ll have our break now, 
and we‘ll come back for you after we‘re done. Don‘t you worry. You don‘t need to sleep f
or the next few days. We‘ll take time to play with you until you’re finally satisfied!  

“Of course, you can wait for Young Master Mendoza himself to come to save you!”  

The slender inspector‘s expression was as cold  

start crying and begging for their parents and  

detained for a few days.  

Harvey casually sipped his coffee.  

“Heh. There‘s no saving him. Who does he think he is?!  



“Las Vegas is a lawful society! This isn‘t a place like Country H!”  

The slender inspector coldly chuckled while walking away with her partner.  

Right when they walked toward the entrance, a black Lexus immediately stopped in fron
t of the  

police station.  

The son of Las Vegas‘ first–in–
command, Edwin, came striding toward the police station the next moment.  

The inspectors righteous expressions frantically changed before they walked forward.  

“Young Master Mendoza...”  

“Did you recently apprehended a man named Harvey 
York?!” asked Edwin coldly without wasting any time.  

“Where is he?!  

“Bring me to him right now!” Edwin exclaimed while walking into the hall.  

Harvey York?!  

Cold sweats were dripping down the inspectors backs. They remembered the phone cal
l Harvey made, but they never expected...  

That Edwin himself would come here just after a single phone call from Harvey.  

tone Harvey  

Inside the 
interrogation room, a plate of pork chop rice, unique to the police station, was placed on
 the table. A savory aroma was flowing throughout the entire room.  

Edwin was frantically pacing in front of Harvey.  

“This situation‘s a little troublesome, CEO York.  

Hamilton.  

“Denver is a gangster from the underworld, a real pain in the neck.  

“I can easily suppress him.  



“But Jax loves to play with small tricks. Besides, the Fourth Lady was the one 
who got you in here.  

“There‘s something you don‘t know. Every single wife of the King of 
Gambling has a different background, a.  

“The Fourth Lady, Polly 
Bolton, comes from the Bolton family. Even though it‘s not a top–
rated familythey‘re still one of the strongest first ratě families around. They‘re not to be tr
ifled  

with.  

“That‘s why even I can‘t get you out that easily. We need solid proof...”  

Harvey picked up the cutlery, took a bite out of  

the pork chop rice, and then smiled warmly.  

“I didn‘t think I‘d have a chance to eat the classic pork chop rice. I‘ve only seen these in 
Las Vegas dramas...”  
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Edwin threw Harvey an ugly look and muttered, “CEO York, how do you still have the m
ood to eat at a time like this?”  

Harvey smiled and replied indifferently. It tell you that I came on purpose, would you beli
eve  

me?»  

Edwin was slightly taken aback. “You came here on purpose?”  

Harvey nodded, “Yes.”  

“Don‘t you feel that there are too many things that have happened these few days, ever 
since I arrived in Las Vegas from Mordu?”  

“My mother–in–
law was kidnapped. I‘ve been attacked several times. On top of that, some people have 
been eyeing my wife‘s shares of Sky Casino Palace...”  

“Everything is far too coincidental.”  



“And with the way these coincidences come together, I‘ve begun to believe that there is 
no such coincidence in this world.”  

“Some are carefully planned.”  

As Harvey ate, he advised Edwin, “Edwin, you‘re also from the Sword Camp. Sometime
s, you should think more deeply when you run into problems.”  

“For instance, is it useful to let me out now?”  

“Or is it better to take this opportunity to find out who‘s behind everything?”  

Edwin was a smart person. His eyes flickered in understanding as he listened to Harvey
‘s words. “So, does that mean you already know who kidnapped your mother–in–law?”  

“Do you know who attacked you?”  

“I‘m just making a guess,” Harvey said indifferently.  

“After coming in 
today, I carefully reviewed what happened in the past two days. If I‘m not wrong, there‘s
 a pair of invisible hands who‘s behind all these...”  

“And these hands should belong to the top four families of Hong Kong.”  

“Among them, only the Flynns and the Leos of Hong Kong have a 
big grudge against me.”  

“However, the Flynns don‘t have that much power. They couldn‘t have executed their pl
an to this extent.”  

“Most likely, this is the doing of the Leos, or the predators behind them.”  

Edwin was taken by surprise. “CEO York, are you saying that the people in the Leo 
family of Hong  

Kong might not have the surname “Leo“, and that there is someone else behind this?”  

“So this time, the Leos of Hong Kong are the ones acting against you...”  

“Then, what role did the Hamiltons play?”  

Harvey replied nonchalantly, “The Hamilton family of Las Vegas may not have participat
ed in this, but the fourth faction of the family certainly did. They‘re determined to get the 
fifty percent stakes of Sky Casino Palace that are in Mandy‘s hands.”  



Edwin tooka deep breath and said, “CEO York... Is the direction I‘m going with this inves
tigation incorrect?”  

Harvey smiled quietly at him. “It might be, but at the same time, it‘s also correct. Just let 
your men continue investigating the Briewood Gang  

from Hong Kong. Act as if they‘re seeking revenge.”  

“Help me pass a message back to Mordu. Tell Tyson to bring along George Zabel and 
Old Niner to Las Vegas.”  

“Also, you have to keep an eye on this case for me. The witnesses and materials provid
ed by the Hamiltons‘ fourth faction all prove that attacked the police, but in fact, I did so 
out of self –defense.”  

“But since that‘s how they want to play the game, then we should have a good time with
 them.”  

“Tell me, how many years could one be charged for perjury in Las Vegas?”  

Edwin‘s eyes brightened up instantly and he grinned. “It‘s just a few years, but if he‘s co
nvicted and has committed a false accusation, Jax Hamilton 
couldn‘t get out of the prison for six months at the very least!”  

“Don‘t worry, CEO York! I‘ll arrange all these right away...”  

Bang!  

Just 
as Edwin was halfway through speaking, the door of the interrogation room was violentl
y kicked open. 
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Polly Bolton squinted and glanced at Harvey York without looking at the phone on the 
ground. 

After a while, she then cracked a smile. 

“Since you say you have proof, then it must be 

true. 

Olish Nar 



“I’ll give you a fair statement about this matter.” 

“Mother…” 

Jax Hamilton’s expression frantically changed. 

Polly glanced at Jax, then coldly exclaimed,” How embarrassing! 

“As a member of the Hamilton family, you can gamble, you can buy, you can even steal 
your casino license back if you want to! 

“But how are you supposed to refute when you 

get caught trying to frame someone else?! 

“Jax Hamilton, you are to shut yourself in the backyard for three days! If you don’t 
understand this fact, then don’t even think of coming back out! 

Jax was showing an odd look on his face before he bowed. 

“As you wish.” 

After hearing those words, the people around were confused. 

“What sort of statement is this? Jax can’t go outside forthree days? 

‘What kind of punishment is this even?’ 

Before Harvey had a chance to respond, Polly continued with her speech. 

“As for Mordu Casino-Palace… 

“Head Zimmer, my son signed a contract with Prince Jean himself, not with you. 

“According to the rules, we must have our shares back now that Prince Jean has 
passed 

away. 

“But to compensate for your losses, we will give you a hundred and fifty million dollars to 
show 

our sincerity. 

“Prince Jean bought his shares with this amount back then. 



“If you sign the contract, you may leave with the money. Ja  

“But if you don’t, we can call the cops to arrest you for battery… 

“Do not doubt me. You have proof, but so do 

we.”  

Polly clapped her hands soon after. 

Then, her secretary brought out a laptop and played a video. 

In the footage, Harvey was seen hitting people inside the villa. 

“Since you all want to talk reason, we’ll play by 

the rules. 

“With that said… 

“Las Vegas still belongs to the Hamilton family. 

“Casino licenses must not be in the hands of outsiders. Thisisa family rule… 

“That’s why Head Zimmer. Please…” 

Someone then placed a table in front of Mandy, ready with the contract to give up her 
shares on top of it. 

Mandy’s expression was utterly horrible. Judging from the King of Gambling’s fourth 

wife, she thought that there would be no 

element of foul play. 

But everything was a trap from the beginning. 

Even though Polly seemed quite reasonable, and that she would willingly hand over 
Lucas Jean’s one hundred and fifty million dollar investment 

Lucas bought the shares about a dozen years ago. If the shares were to be withdrawn, 
they would be worth at least a billion and five hundred million dollars according to 
current market value, Oy 

One hundred and fifty million dollars? 



One buwan 

Were they trying to send off a beggar or something? 

“You hear that, Head Zimmer?! Sign it already! Ellie Palmer said in unison while 
showing a disdainful look on her face. 

“You could’ve just said that you wanted the money outside! Why even bother coming all 
the way here to the Fourth Lady? 

“I can’t believe you’re making such a big fuss for just a hundred and fifty million dollars! 
You people from Country H really are stingy 

Ellie burst out a cold laugh. 

‘Country bumpkins from ntry H dares to challenge the Hamilton family?” 

‘What are they thinking?!! 

‘Don’t they know whose turf this is?! 

“Fourth Lady.” 

Mandy took a deep breath without even glancing at the documents. 

“I already said it outside, and now I’ll say it again,” she slowly exclaimed. 
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“I don‘t want your money. If you let my mother go, I‘ll willingly give up my fifty percent sh
are,” said Mandy Zimmer with a steady pace.  

“As long as I see my mother in one piece, I‘ll...”  

Clang!  

The once polite and gentle Polly Bolton threw the teacup to the ground in a fit of rage.  

“How dare you?!  

“Head Zimmer, are you accusing that the Hamilton family kidnapped your mother to tak
e your shares?!  

“The family has very successful businesses! What makes you think that we can‘t just tak
e the shares back with our own money?!  



“Do we even have the need to do something like  

that?!  

Polly‘s gaze was utterly disdainful.  

“Go outside and tell them! Tell them we kidnapped your mother! See if anyone believes  

you!”  

“What a joke! Who do you think we 
are?! We‘re kings of Las Vegas! Why would we even do such a thing?!”  

“These people from Country H are ridiculous! They‘re clearly trying to cling onto us! The
y‘re using the fifty percent share of Mordu Casino Palace to get more money, but they‘re
 still acting all high and mighty about it?”  

“Our family doesn‘t even want to work with them anymore, yet they‘re still trying to peste
r us! They‘re actually shameless!  

“These people are just too greedy. The Fourth Lady already promised them one hundre
d and fifty million dollars. If they think it‘s 
not enough, just say it already. Why bother making up something like that...?”  

“Just ask for more if 
that‘s what you want. It‘s a shame that the Fourth Lady doesn‘t get pushed around that 
easily...”  

“They think the Fourth Lady is as reasonable as the Fourth Young Master and that they 
can do as they please?”  

Everyone in the family started gossiping at this moment while showing looks of disgust 
on their  

faces.  

In their eyes, Harvey and Mandy were two insatiable and greedy bastards.  

They would say and do anything for money.  

In reality, they knew what Mandy‘s shares represented.  

Because of where Mordu Casino–
Palace was located, it was placed as one of the top five businesses out of all casino–
palaces.  



Every year, Mordu Casino–
Palace would make more than fifteen billion dollars in profit. Even after deducting the co
st of expenses, there were still billions of dollars left.  

With the shares back, profits would skyrocket in the future.  

That was why rightor wrong didn‘t matter then. The importantthing was the benefit and i
nterest fopthe family.  

Besides, their opponents were two people that didn‘t have any background in Las Vega
s.  

In front 
of the Hamilton family, the head of the ninth branch within the Jean family had no clout.  

Jax, who seemed quite courteous then, walked  

forward and showed a warm smile.  

“Things have already gotten to this point. There  

s no point if you keep talking, Head Zimmer.  

“Just do as I said. Sign the contract and take the money, then we‘ll both go on our merry
 ways.  

“Of course, you don‘t have to sign if you keep demanding other things.  

“But I have to remind you something. The inspectors are about to arrive.  

“Not only did Mr. York here beat up one of our people, he even went for the inspectors!  

“According to the laws of Las Vegas, I‘m afraid he‘ll be in deep trouble!”  

Jax then walked beside Mandy and whispered,” Of course, if you don‘t sign the contract 
now, I‘ll make sure that your mother doesn‘t see the light of day ever again.”  

Mandy shivered after a chilling tone echoed  

inside her ear.  

She never expected that Jax, a seemingly gentle and polite man, would actually be that 
shameless.  
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“Sign it already...”  

Jax Hamilton picked up the Montblanc signature pen on the 
table, then politely handed it to Mandy Zimmer.  

“After you sign, you may leave. We won‘t pursue this matter any further.”  

Sirens were echoing from outside. The inspectors from Las Vegas Police Station had ar
rived..  

“Are you still not signing, Head Zimmer?” Ellie Palmer asked coldly.  

“If you‘re still not signing, Harvey York will be put behind bars when the inspectors come
 in.”  

Mandy trembled before she got ready to sign the paper.  

Slap!  

Harvey took a step forward and slapped the signature pen to the ground, then collected 
the documents on the table before tearing them to shreds.  

“Don‘t sign it, Mandy!  

“Judging from the Hamilton family‘s personality, they wouldn‘t easily let us go even if we
 did!  

“They‘re only being this hasty because they‘re desperate to take your shares back!  

“Since they really want to play, we‘ll play along.  

Maybe we can even establish another casino palace with the shares we have!”  

“I do want to see the downfall of the Hamilton family!”  

“He wants to use the shares of the Hamilton family‘s casino license to establish another 
casino–palace?‘  

And he‘s planning to challenge the family?!‘  

The crowd burst out laughing after hearing Harvey‘s statement.  

The Hamilton family was the only top–rated family in Las Vegas!  

It was said that there were four out of six casino licenses in their hands!  



An outsidet like Harvey planned to use the shares from the family‘s casino license to est
ablish another casino–palace so he could challenge them?  

Ridiculous!  

Everyone glared at Harvey like they were looking at an idiot, thinking 
that he must‘ve been brain  

dead. He would never even say something as insane as this if he were not.  

The women of the family were even showing playful looks on their faces.  

They thought that Harvey was at least reasonably capable since he was holding his gro
und in front of Polly Bolton.  

Then, they realized that he was just an ignorant fool trying to show off!  

Mandy stood frozen in place. She didn‘t understand what Harvey was trying to do. “The 
Hamilton family did so much just to take your shares away from you the easy way!” Har
vey calmly exclaimed.  

“Since they planned for this long and used all the tricks up their sleeves, it‘s enough to p
rove the importance of the shares that you have!  

“Since that‘s the case, we‘ll do it ourselves with  

this.  

“Even if we can‘t establish a casino–
palace, we‘ll just sell the shares off with a high price!  

“I think people from Las Vegas or Hong Kong will be quite interested in this!”  

The Hamilton family frantically changed their expressions after hearing Harvey‘s reasoni
ng.  

If the shares were to goto outsiders, there would be a hole inthe family‘s pocket. Not 
only was this extremely shameful, but they would  

also suffer great losses.  

JanS.  

Jaxand Ellie were showing utterly horrible faces. If they could not take back Mandy‘s sh
ares, there would be many more variables if Jax were to compete for the position of the 
family‘s patriarch.  



The other houses would definitely want to see the two embarrass themselves.  

Footsteps were echoing from outside. A dozen inspectors with loaded firearms walked i
nside, then bowed in front of Polly before closing in on Harvey.  

“Harvey…”  

Mandy frowned after seeing the sight.  

She didn‘t want to see Harvey taken away by the police.  

“Don‘t worry, Mandy. We‘ll be fine.”  

Harvey showed a warm smile.  

“On the contrary, today will be the beginning of the end for the Hamilton family.” 
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“Alright! Stop showing off! 

“You people from Country H sure like to talk big! You won’t stop until you’re the center 
of attention, will you?!” 

A virtuous slender female inspector walked over at this moment while sizing up Harvey 
York filled with disdain. 

“The Hamilton family called us here, stating that you injured a few inspectors! 

“Please come with us immediately!” 

Harvey completely ignored the inspector and glared at Polly Bolton with a cold 
expression. 

“Just you wait, Fourth Lady! 

“You kidnapped my mother-in-law… 

“And you hurt my wife… 

“Then, you put me behind bars… 

“I’ll remember every single one of these things you did. 

lish 



“Don’t you worry. I’ll get bailed out of the police station real soon. When I do, I’ll pay you 
back a hundredfold! “Not only do I want your family to be erased from existence, but I 
also want to watch your casino licenses slip away to other families!” 

Harvey was not interested in killing off Polly immediately. 

He wanted to torture people like those slowly and make them feel the pain of falling all 
the way to the deepest parts of Hell. 

“You want my family to be erased from existence?” 

LL 

Jax Hamilton showed a cold expression without giving a straight answer. 

“Do you think you can even do something like that? First, you should think of getting out 
of the police station unscathed.” 

Jax then walked toward Harvey and patted his 

face. 

“Let me give you a friendly reminder, seventy percent of people in the police station 
belong to the Hamilton family 

“I told you, the Hamilton family are kings of Las Vegas. 

“I wouldn’t lie to you.” 

Polly then calmly sat on her armchair again, with an indifferent expression on her face. 

“You’re not the first one to challenge me, Kid. 

“But every single one of them kneeled in front of me in the end. 

“That’s why I’m looking forward to you doing the same as well. 

“Will you take three days? Or five? 

“Maybe you won’t even last a single day?” 

“You’ll know soon enough.”. 

Harvey chuckled without any intention to 



continue talking. He then gestured at Mandy before leaving for the police station 
together. 

An hour later, at the Las Vegas Police Station. 

Harvey casually sat inside the interrogation room while looking at his surroundings, 
occasionally sipping his coffee. He looked as if he was just taking a vacation. 

Bang! 

The slender inspector slammed her hands on the table and glared at Harvey. 

“Be serious! Answer the question properly! 

“As a man from Country H, not only are you not behaving like a proper person coming 
to Las Vegas, you even injured people out in public! 

“It’s bad enough that you do that, but you also 

beat up some inspectors) 

“Let me tell you, we already have information about their injuries! 

“Since they’re all lightly injured, it’s enough for you to be put behind bars for ten whole 
years!” 

The bald inspector on the side then coldly exclaimed, “You’ll have a better time if you 
tell it straight to us, you bastard!” 

“If I tell you that the Hamilton family were the ones that distorted the truth and hit us first 
and that I was just protecting myself out of self defense, would you believe me?” asked 
Harvey while his interest peaked. 

The slender inspector scoffed. 

“Do you have any idea what the Hamilton family is?! 

“They’re the only top-rated family in Las Vegas! Their family motto is to live in harmony! 

“Not only is the Fourth Young Master very personable and gentle, but he’s also a well 
known philanthropist! Why would someone like that even start beating people up?! 

“Even if they did, they only forced their hand because you were being excessive!” 
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Harvey York merely shrugged. 

“I have solid proof. Do you want to see the full video footage?” he said calmly. 

“Full video footage?!” 

The slender inspector was showing disdain. 

“Do you think the Las Vegas Police Station’s full of idiots?! We have already 
investigated the scene, and someone intentionally destroyed the surveillance system. 
How could there be footage if that’sthe case? 

Anttips 

“Then your so-called proof must be fake, isn’t 

it?  

“According to my knowledge, there’s a very advanced application that allows you to 
tamper with surveillance footage. 

“Besides, I questioned all the witnesses on site before. All of them said that you were 
the one who injured the inspectors! 

“Are you confessing or not?! If not, don’t blame us for forcing our hand!” 

Harvey chuckled. 

“What? Did you think you could just accuse me of anything just because you got some 
so-called witnesses? 

“Did you even look into the cause of the incident? 

“Did you cross-examine the statements? 

LI 

“Do you even have proof on-site? 

“If you have absolutely nothing, why are you even trying to press charges on me? What 
are you thinking?!” 

The slender inspector’s expression turned as 

cold as ice. 



“Are you teaching me how to do my job?! 

“I want to make a phone call.” 

Harvey was indifferent. 

He wanted to reason with the inspectors, but just as Jax Hamilton said, seventy percent 
of the people in the Las Vegas Police Station belonged to the Hamilton family. 

The inspectors were already biased toward the family, and there was no chance that 
they would enforce the law impartially. 

Since those people weren’t doing things by the book, Harvey didn’t want to play along 
anymore. 

The bald inspector’s face darkened. 

“Just answer the questions properly! Stop trying to make phone calls!” 

“Are you sure you don’t want me to make the call? What if you managed to go against 
someone way more powerful than you and start to regret your decisions?” said Harvey 
indifferently 

“Oh! You’re getting someone to suppress us?” 

The slender inspector scoffed yet again, then sized up Harvey before throwing his 
phone in front of him. 

Harveyorkenglish 

“Make the call then! I do want to see what kind of people you can call to bail you out of 
this situation!!! 

WattpS!!!  

Harvey picked up the phone and called Edwin Mendoza in an instant. 

“Why are you calling me this early in the morning, CEO York? Do you have new 
orders?” 

Edwin seemed a little groggy.  

Harvey smiled. 

“You just woke up?” 



“I interrogated a few people overnight and found some leads. If everything goes well, 10 
should be able to provide info about the kidnappers today.” 

“Start talking already! Stop wasting time! Where do you think this is?! Do you think this 
is a place for you to make small talk?!” 

The slender inspector slammed on the table impatiently. 

Edwin seemed to have heard something from the other side of the phone. 

“CEO York, where are you right now?” asked Edwin with a serious tone. 

“The Las Vegas Police Station. The Fourth Young Master accused me of assaulting the 
police. The two inspectors here are trying to press more charges on me.” 

“Las Vegas Police Station?!” 

Edwin froze, then burst out in anger. 

“How dare they?! They’d dare arrest you?! 

“I’ll get there right now! 

After hanging up the phone, the slender inspector confiscated Harvey’s phone while 
showing a face full of disdain. 

“Is there a point? Tell me! What’s the point of making that call?! 

“Are you still trying to pretend?! Are you trying to scare us or something?! 

“If you weren’t calling one of your rascal 

friends, I’ll swallow your phone whole!” 

The bald inspector was showing a playful expression after hearing those words. 

‘What kind of big character from Las Vegas could this man from Country H possibly be 
acquainted with? 

‘He must have a death wish to offend the Hamilton family like that! 
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Harvey York calmly put on a smile.  

“I called Edwin Mendoza.”  



“Young Master Mendoza?!”  

The slender inspector froze. Since Las Vegas was relatively 
small, basically everyone knew the names of all the big characters here.  

But soon after, she showed a disdainful expression.  

“Young Master Mendoza is the son of Las Vegas‘ first–in–
command. He‘s known for being strict and impartial!  

“Not only that, but he‘s also one of the higher ups of our police station! He‘s a big chara
cter!  

“Why would someone like that even go out of his way to protect someone who assaulte
d a police  
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officer?!  

“What are you thinking?!  

“At least think of something more reasonable for you to show off!  

“Or do you think you can scare us off just with Young Master Mendoza‘s name alone?).  

The bald inspector sighed while shaking his head. In the inspectors‘ eyes, they thought t
hat it was embarrassing for a man without any capabilities to act al mysterious.  

Harvey didn‘t feel fazed even for a single second. He smiled and merely replied, “Just w
ait for your moment to swallow the phone whole then.”  

“Fine. You don‘t have to confess either. After all, we have lots of time to play with you.  

“According to the law, we have a total of seventy  

–two hours to detain you here!”  

The slender inspector showed no emotion with her icy cold expression.  

“We‘ll have our break now, 
and we‘ll come back for you after we‘re done. Don‘t you worry. You don‘t need to sleep f
or the next few days. We‘ll take time to play with you until you’re finally satisfied!  

“Of course, you can wait for Young Master Mendoza himself to come to save you!”  



The slender inspector‘s expression was as cold  

start crying and begging for their parents and  

detained for a few days.  

Harvey casually sipped his coffee.  

“Heh. There‘s no saving him. Who does he think he is?!  

“Las Vegas is a lawful society! This isn‘t a place like Country H!”  

The slender inspector coldly chuckled while walking away with her partner.  

Right when they walked toward the entrance, a black Lexus immediately stopped in fron
t of the  

police station.  

The son of Las Vegas‘ first–in–
command, Edwin, came striding toward the police station the next moment.  

The inspectors righteous expressions frantically changed before they walked forward.  

“Young Master Mendoza...”  

“Did you recently apprehended a man named Harvey 
York?!” asked Edwin coldly without wasting any time.  

“Where is he?!  

“Bring me to him right now!” Edwin exclaimed while walking into the hall.  

Harvey York?!  

Cold sweats were dripping down the inspectors backs. They remembered the phone cal
l Harvey made, but they never expected...  

That Edwin himself would come here just after a single phone call from Harvey.  

tone Harvey  

Inside the 
interrogation room, a plate of pork chop rice, unique to the police station, was placed on
 the table. A savory aroma was flowing throughout the entire room.  



Edwin was frantically pacing in front of Harvey.  

“This situation‘s a little troublesome, CEO York.  

Hamilton.  

“Denver is a gangster from the underworld, a real pain in the neck.  

“I can easily suppress him.  

“But Jax loves to play with small tricks. Besides, the Fourth Lady was the one 
who got you in here.  

“There‘s something you don‘t know. Every single wife of the King of 
Gambling has a different background, a.  

“The Fourth Lady, Polly 
Bolton, comes from the Bolton family. Even though it‘s not a top–
rated familythey‘re still one of the strongest first ratě families around. They‘re not to be tr
ifled  

with.  

“That‘s why even I can‘t get you out that easily. We need solid proof...”  

Harvey picked up the cutlery, took a bite out of  

the pork chop rice, and then smiled warmly.  

“I didn‘t think I‘d have a chance to eat the classic pork chop rice. I‘ve only seen these in 
Las Vegas dramas...”  
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Edwin threw Harvey an ugly look and muttered, “CEO York, how do you still have the m
ood to eat at a time like this?”  

Harvey smiled and replied indifferently. It tell you that I came on purpose, would you beli
eve  

me?»  

Edwin was slightly taken aback. “You came here on purpose?”  

Harvey nodded, “Yes.”  



“Don‘t you feel that there are too many things that have happened these few days, ever 
since I arrived in Las Vegas from Mordu?”  

“My mother–in–
law was kidnapped. I‘ve been attacked several times. On top of that, some people have 
been eyeing my wife‘s shares of Sky Casino Palace...”  

“Everything is far too coincidental.”  

“And with the way these coincidences come together, I‘ve begun to believe that there is 
no such coincidence in this world.”  

“Some are carefully planned.”  

As Harvey ate, he advised Edwin, “Edwin, you‘re also from the Sword Camp. Sometime
s, you should think more deeply when you run into problems.”  

“For instance, is it useful to let me out now?”  

“Or is it better to take this opportunity to find out who‘s behind everything?”  

Edwin was a smart person. His eyes flickered in understanding as he listened to Harvey
‘s words. “So, does that mean you already know who kidnapped your mother–in–law?”  

“Do you know who attacked you?”  

“I‘m just making a guess,” Harvey said indifferently.  

“After coming in 
today, I carefully reviewed what happened in the past two days. If I‘m not wrong, there‘s
 a pair of invisible hands who‘s behind all these...”  

“And these hands should belong to the top four families of Hong Kong.”  

“Among them, only the Flynns and the Leos of Hong Kong have a 
big grudge against me.”  

“However, the Flynns don‘t have that much power. They couldn‘t have executed their pl
an to this extent.”  

“Most likely, this is the doing of the Leos, or the predators behind them.”  

Edwin was taken by surprise. “CEO York, are you saying that the people in the Leo 
family of Hong  

Kong might not have the surname “Leo“, and that there is someone else behind this?”  



“So this time, the Leos of Hong Kong are the ones acting against you...”  

“Then, what role did the Hamiltons play?”  

Harvey replied nonchalantly, “The Hamilton family of Las Vegas may not have participat
ed in this, but the fourth faction of the family certainly did. They‘re determined to get the 
fifty percent stakes of Sky Casino Palace that are in Mandy‘s hands.”  

Edwin tooka deep breath and said, “CEO York... Is the direction I‘m going with this inves
tigation incorrect?”  

Harvey smiled quietly at him. “It might be, but at the same time, it‘s also correct. Just let 
your men continue investigating the Briewood Gang  

from Hong Kong. Act as if they‘re seeking revenge.”  

“Help me pass a message back to Mordu. Tell Tyson to bring along George Zabel and 
Old Niner to Las Vegas.”  

“Also, you have to keep an eye on this case for me. The witnesses and materials provid
ed by the Hamiltons‘ fourth faction all prove that attacked the police, but in fact, I did so 
out of self –defense.”  

“But since that‘s how they want to play the game, then we should have a good time with
 them.”  

“Tell me, how many years could one be charged for perjury in Las Vegas?”  

Edwin‘s eyes brightened up instantly and he grinned. “It‘s just a few years, but if he‘s co
nvicted and has committed a false accusation, Jax Hamilton 
couldn‘t get out of the prison for six months at the very least!”  

“Don‘t worry, CEO York! I‘ll arrange all these right away...”  

Bang!  

Just 
as Edwin was halfway through speaking, the door of the interrogation room was violentl
y kicked open. 

Harvey York’s Rise to Power Chapter 2294 
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“I don‘t want your money. If you let my mother go, I‘ll willingly give up my fifty percent sh
are,” said Mandy Zimmer with a steady pace.  



“As long as I see my mother in one piece, I‘ll...”  

Clang!  

The once polite and gentle Polly Bolton threw the teacup to the ground in a fit of rage.  

“How dare you?!  

“Head Zimmer, are you accusing that the Hamilton family kidnapped your mother to tak
e your shares?!  

“The family has very successful businesses! What makes you think that we can‘t just tak
e the shares back with our own money?!  

“Do we even have the need to do something like  

that?!  

Polly‘s gaze was utterly disdainful.  

“Go outside and tell them! Tell them we kidnapped your mother! See if anyone believes  

you!”  

“What a joke! Who do you think we 
are?! We‘re kings of Las Vegas! Why would we even do such a thing?!”  

“These people from Country H are ridiculous! They‘re clearly trying to cling onto us! The
y‘re using the fifty percent share of Mordu Casino Palace to get more money, but they‘re
 still acting all high and mighty about it?”  

“Our family doesn‘t even want to work with them anymore, yet they‘re still trying to peste
r us! They‘re actually shameless!  

“These people are just too greedy. The Fourth Lady already promised them one hundre
d and fifty million dollars. If they think it‘s 
not enough, just say it already. Why bother making up something like that...?”  

“Just ask for more if 
that‘s what you want. It‘s a shame that the Fourth Lady doesn‘t get pushed around that 
easily...”  

“They think the Fourth Lady is as reasonable as the Fourth Young Master and that they 
can do as they please?”  



Everyone in the family started gossiping at this moment while showing looks of disgust 
on their  

faces.  

In their eyes, Harvey and Mandy were two insatiable and greedy bastards.  

They would say and do anything for money.  

In reality, they knew what Mandy‘s shares represented.  

Because of where Mordu Casino–
Palace was located, it was placed as one of the top five businesses out of all casino–
palaces.  

Every year, Mordu Casino–
Palace would make more than fifteen billion dollars in profit. Even after deducting the co
st of expenses, there were still billions of dollars left.  

With the shares back, profits would skyrocket in the future.  

That was why rightor wrong didn‘t matter then. The importantthing was the benefit and i
nterest fopthe family.  

Besides, their opponents were two people that didn‘t have any background in Las Vega
s.  

In front 
of the Hamilton family, the head of the ninth branch within the Jean family had no clout.  

Jax, who seemed quite courteous then, walked  

forward and showed a warm smile.  

“Things have already gotten to this point. There  

s no point if you keep talking, Head Zimmer.  

“Just do as I said. Sign the contract and take the money, then we‘ll both go on our merry
 ways.  

“Of course, you don‘t have to sign if you keep demanding other things.  

“But I have to remind you something. The inspectors are about to arrive.  

“Not only did Mr. York here beat up one of our people, he even went for the inspectors!  



“According to the laws of Las Vegas, I‘m afraid he‘ll be in deep trouble!”  

Jax then walked beside Mandy and whispered,” Of course, if you don‘t sign the contract 
now, I‘ll make sure that your mother doesn‘t see the light of day ever again.”  

Mandy shivered after a chilling tone echoed  

inside her ear.  

She never expected that Jax, a seemingly gentle and polite man, would actually be that 
shameless.  
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“Sign it already...”  

Jax Hamilton picked up the Montblanc signature pen on the 
table, then politely handed it to Mandy Zimmer.  

“After you sign, you may leave. We won‘t pursue this matter any further.”  

Sirens were echoing from outside. The inspectors from Las Vegas Police Station had ar
rived..  

“Are you still not signing, Head Zimmer?” Ellie Palmer asked coldly.  

“If you‘re still not signing, Harvey York will be put behind bars when the inspectors come
 in.”  

Mandy trembled before she got ready to sign the paper.  

Slap!  

Harvey took a step forward and slapped the signature pen to the ground, then collected 
the documents on the table before tearing them to shreds.  

“Don‘t sign it, Mandy!  

“Judging from the Hamilton family‘s personality, they wouldn‘t easily let us go even if we
 did!  

“They‘re only being this hasty because they‘re desperate to take your shares back!  

“Since they really want to play, we‘ll play along.  

Maybe we can even establish another casino palace with the shares we have!”  



“I do want to see the downfall of the Hamilton family!”  

“He wants to use the shares of the Hamilton family‘s casino license to establish another 
casino–palace?‘  

And he‘s planning to challenge the family?!‘  

The crowd burst out laughing after hearing Harvey‘s statement.  

The Hamilton family was the only top–rated family in Las Vegas!  

It was said that there were four out of six casino licenses in their hands!  

An outsidet like Harvey planned to use the shares from the family‘s casino license to est
ablish another casino–palace so he could challenge them?  

Ridiculous!  

Everyone glared at Harvey like they were looking at an idiot, thinking 
that he must‘ve been brain  

dead. He would never even say something as insane as this if he were not.  

The women of the family were even showing playful looks on their faces.  

They thought that Harvey was at least reasonably capable since he was holding his gro
und in front of Polly Bolton.  

Then, they realized that he was just an ignorant fool trying to show off!  

Mandy stood frozen in place. She didn‘t understand what Harvey was trying to do. “The 
Hamilton family did so much just to take your shares away from you the easy way!” Har
vey calmly exclaimed.  

“Since they planned for this long and used all the tricks up their sleeves, it‘s enough to p
rove the importance of the shares that you have!  

“Since that‘s the case, we‘ll do it ourselves with  

this.  

“Even if we can‘t establish a casino–
palace, we‘ll just sell the shares off with a high price!  

“I think people from Las Vegas or Hong Kong will be quite interested in this!”  



The Hamilton family frantically changed their expressions after hearing Harvey‘s reasoni
ng.  

If the shares were to goto outsiders, there would be a hole inthe family‘s pocket. Not 
only was this extremely shameful, but they would  

also suffer great losses.  

JanS.  

Jaxand Ellie were showing utterly horrible faces. If they could not take back Mandy‘s sh
ares, there would be many more variables if Jax were to compete for the position of the 
family‘s patriarch.  

The other houses would definitely want to see the two embarrass themselves.  

Footsteps were echoing from outside. A dozen inspectors with loaded firearms walked i
nside, then bowed in front of Polly before closing in on Harvey.  

“Harvey…”  

Mandy frowned after seeing the sight.  

She didn‘t want to see Harvey taken away by the police.  

“Don‘t worry, Mandy. We‘ll be fine.”  

Harvey showed a warm smile.  

“On the contrary, today will be the beginning of the end for the Hamilton family.” 
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“Alright! Stop showing off! 

“You people from Country H sure like to talk big! You won’t stop until you’re the center 
of attention, will you?!” 

A virtuous slender female inspector walked over at this moment while sizing up Harvey 
York filled with disdain. 

“The Hamilton family called us here, stating that you injured a few inspectors! 

“Please come with us immediately!” 



Harvey completely ignored the inspector and glared at Polly Bolton with a cold 
expression. 

“Just you wait, Fourth Lady! 

“You kidnapped my mother-in-law… 

“And you hurt my wife… 

“Then, you put me behind bars… 

“I’ll remember every single one of these things you did. 

lish 

“Don’t you worry. I’ll get bailed out of the police station real soon. When I do, I’ll pay you 
back a hundredfold! “Not only do I want your family to be erased from existence, but I 
also want to watch your casino licenses slip away to other families!” 

Harvey was not interested in killing off Polly immediately. 

He wanted to torture people like those slowly and make them feel the pain of falling all 
the way to the deepest parts of Hell. 

“You want my family to be erased from existence?” 

LL 

Jax Hamilton showed a cold expression without giving a straight answer. 

“Do you think you can even do something like that? First, you should think of getting out 
of the police station unscathed.” 

Jax then walked toward Harvey and patted his 

face. 

“Let me give you a friendly reminder, seventy percent of people in the police station 
belong to the Hamilton family 

“I told you, the Hamilton family are kings of Las Vegas. 

“I wouldn’t lie to you.” 

Polly then calmly sat on her armchair again, with an indifferent expression on her face. 



“You’re not the first one to challenge me, Kid. 

“But every single one of them kneeled in front of me in the end. 

“That’s why I’m looking forward to you doing the same as well. 

“Will you take three days? Or five? 

“Maybe you won’t even last a single day?” 

“You’ll know soon enough.”. 

Harvey chuckled without any intention to 

continue talking. He then gestured at Mandy before leaving for the police station 
together. 

An hour later, at the Las Vegas Police Station. 

Harvey casually sat inside the interrogation room while looking at his surroundings, 
occasionally sipping his coffee. He looked as if he was just taking a vacation. 

Bang! 

The slender inspector slammed her hands on the table and glared at Harvey. 

“Be serious! Answer the question properly! 

“As a man from Country H, not only are you not behaving like a proper person coming 
to Las Vegas, you even injured people out in public! 

“It’s bad enough that you do that, but you also 

beat up some inspectors) 

“Let me tell you, we already have information about their injuries! 

“Since they’re all lightly injured, it’s enough for you to be put behind bars for ten whole 
years!” 

The bald inspector on the side then coldly exclaimed, “You’ll have a better time if you 
tell it straight to us, you bastard!” 

“If I tell you that the Hamilton family were the ones that distorted the truth and hit us first 
and that I was just protecting myself out of self defense, would you believe me?” asked 
Harvey while his interest peaked. 



The slender inspector scoffed. 

“Do you have any idea what the Hamilton family is?! 

“They’re the only top-rated family in Las Vegas! Their family motto is to live in harmony! 

“Not only is the Fourth Young Master very personable and gentle, but he’s also a well 
known philanthropist! Why would someone like that even start beating people up?! 

“Even if they did, they only forced their hand because you were being excessive!” 
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Harvey York merely shrugged. 

“I have solid proof. Do you want to see the full video footage?” he said calmly. 

“Full video footage?!” 

The slender inspector was showing disdain. 

“Do you think the Las Vegas Police Station’s full of idiots?! We have already 
investigated the scene, and someone intentionally destroyed the surveillance system. 
How could there be footage if that’sthe case? 

Anttips 

“Then your so-called proof must be fake, isn’t 

it?  

“According to my knowledge, there’s a very advanced application that allows you to 
tamper with surveillance footage. 

“Besides, I questioned all the witnesses on site before. All of them said that you were 
the one who injured the inspectors! 

“Are you confessing or not?! If not, don’t blame us for forcing our hand!” 

Harvey chuckled. 

“What? Did you think you could just accuse me of anything just because you got some 
so-called witnesses? 

“Did you even look into the cause of the incident? 



“Did you cross-examine the statements? 

LI 

“Do you even have proof on-site? 

“If you have absolutely nothing, why are you even trying to press charges on me? What 
are you thinking?!” 

The slender inspector’s expression turned as 

cold as ice. 

“Are you teaching me how to do my job?! 

“I want to make a phone call.” 

Harvey was indifferent. 

He wanted to reason with the inspectors, but just as Jax Hamilton said, seventy percent 
of the people in the Las Vegas Police Station belonged to the Hamilton family. 

The inspectors were already biased toward the family, and there was no chance that 
they would enforce the law impartially. 

Since those people weren’t doing things by the book, Harvey didn’t want to play along 
anymore. 

The bald inspector’s face darkened. 

“Just answer the questions properly! Stop trying to make phone calls!” 

“Are you sure you don’t want me to make the call? What if you managed to go against 
someone way more powerful than you and start to regret your decisions?” said Harvey 
indifferently 

“Oh! You’re getting someone to suppress us?” 

The slender inspector scoffed yet again, then sized up Harvey before throwing his 
phone in front of him. 

Harveyorkenglish 

“Make the call then! I do want to see what kind of people you can call to bail you out of 
this situation!!! 



WattpS!!!  

Harvey picked up the phone and called Edwin Mendoza in an instant. 

“Why are you calling me this early in the morning, CEO York? Do you have new 
orders?” 

Edwin seemed a little groggy.  

Harvey smiled. 

“You just woke up?” 

“I interrogated a few people overnight and found some leads. If everything goes well, 10 
should be able to provide info about the kidnappers today.” 

“Start talking already! Stop wasting time! Where do you think this is?! Do you think this 
is a place for you to make small talk?!” 

The slender inspector slammed on the table impatiently. 

Edwin seemed to have heard something from the other side of the phone. 

“CEO York, where are you right now?” asked Edwin with a serious tone. 

“The Las Vegas Police Station. The Fourth Young Master accused me of assaulting the 
police. The two inspectors here are trying to press more charges on me.” 

“Las Vegas Police Station?!” 

Edwin froze, then burst out in anger. 

“How dare they?! They’d dare arrest you?! 

“I’ll get there right now! 

After hanging up the phone, the slender inspector confiscated Harvey’s phone while 
showing a face full of disdain. 

“Is there a point? Tell me! What’s the point of making that call?! 

“Are you still trying to pretend?! Are you trying to scare us or something?! 

“If you weren’t calling one of your rascal 

friends, I’ll swallow your phone whole!” 



The bald inspector was showing a playful expression after hearing those words. 

‘What kind of big character from Las Vegas could this man from Country H possibly be 
acquainted with? 

‘He must have a death wish to offend the Hamilton family like that! 
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Harvey York calmly put on a smile.  

“I called Edwin Mendoza.”  

“Young Master Mendoza?!”  

The slender inspector froze. Since Las Vegas was relatively 
small, basically everyone knew the names of all the big characters here.  

But soon after, she showed a disdainful expression.  

“Young Master Mendoza is the son of Las Vegas‘ first–in–
command. He‘s known for being strict and impartial!  

“Not only that, but he‘s also one of the higher ups of our police station! He‘s a big chara
cter!  

“Why would someone like that even go out of his way to protect someone who assaulte
d a police  
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officer?!  

“What are you thinking?!  

“At least think of something more reasonable for you to show off!  

“Or do you think you can scare us off just with Young Master Mendoza‘s name alone?).  

The bald inspector sighed while shaking his head. In the inspectors‘ eyes, they thought t
hat it was embarrassing for a man without any capabilities to act al mysterious.  

Harvey didn‘t feel fazed even for a single second. He smiled and merely replied, “Just w
ait for your moment to swallow the phone whole then.”  

“Fine. You don‘t have to confess either. After all, we have lots of time to play with you.  



“According to the law, we have a total of seventy  

–two hours to detain you here!”  

The slender inspector showed no emotion with her icy cold expression.  

“We‘ll have our break now, 
and we‘ll come back for you after we‘re done. Don‘t you worry. You don‘t need to sleep f
or the next few days. We‘ll take time to play with you until you’re finally satisfied!  

“Of course, you can wait for Young Master Mendoza himself to come to save you!”  

The slender inspector‘s expression was as cold  

start crying and begging for their parents and  

detained for a few days.  

Harvey casually sipped his coffee.  

“Heh. There‘s no saving him. Who does he think he is?!  

“Las Vegas is a lawful society! This isn‘t a place like Country H!”  

The slender inspector coldly chuckled while walking away with her partner.  

Right when they walked toward the entrance, a black Lexus immediately stopped in fron
t of the  

police station.  

The son of Las Vegas‘ first–in–
command, Edwin, came striding toward the police station the next moment.  

The inspectors righteous expressions frantically changed before they walked forward.  

“Young Master Mendoza...”  

“Did you recently apprehended a man named Harvey 
York?!” asked Edwin coldly without wasting any time.  

“Where is he?!  

“Bring me to him right now!” Edwin exclaimed while walking into the hall.  

Harvey York?!  



Cold sweats were dripping down the inspectors backs. They remembered the phone cal
l Harvey made, but they never expected...  

That Edwin himself would come here just after a single phone call from Harvey.  

tone Harvey  

Inside the 
interrogation room, a plate of pork chop rice, unique to the police station, was placed on
 the table. A savory aroma was flowing throughout the entire room.  

Edwin was frantically pacing in front of Harvey.  

“This situation‘s a little troublesome, CEO York.  

Hamilton.  

“Denver is a gangster from the underworld, a real pain in the neck.  

“I can easily suppress him.  

“But Jax loves to play with small tricks. Besides, the Fourth Lady was the one 
who got you in here.  

“There‘s something you don‘t know. Every single wife of the King of 
Gambling has a different background, a.  

“The Fourth Lady, Polly 
Bolton, comes from the Bolton family. Even though it‘s not a top–
rated familythey‘re still one of the strongest first ratě families around. They‘re not to be tr
ifled  

with.  

“That‘s why even I can‘t get you out that easily. We need solid proof...”  

Harvey picked up the cutlery, took a bite out of  

the pork chop rice, and then smiled warmly.  

“I didn‘t think I‘d have a chance to eat the classic pork chop rice. I‘ve only seen these in 
Las Vegas dramas...”  
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Edwin threw Harvey an ugly look and muttered, “CEO York, how do you still have the m
ood to eat at a time like this?”  

Harvey smiled and replied indifferently. It tell you that I came on purpose, would you beli
eve  

me?»  

Edwin was slightly taken aback. “You came here on purpose?”  

Harvey nodded, “Yes.”  

“Don‘t you feel that there are too many things that have happened these few days, ever 
since I arrived in Las Vegas from Mordu?”  

“My mother–in–
law was kidnapped. I‘ve been attacked several times. On top of that, some people have 
been eyeing my wife‘s shares of Sky Casino Palace...”  

“Everything is far too coincidental.”  

“And with the way these coincidences come together, I‘ve begun to believe that there is 
no such coincidence in this world.”  

“Some are carefully planned.”  

As Harvey ate, he advised Edwin, “Edwin, you‘re also from the Sword Camp. Sometime
s, you should think more deeply when you run into problems.”  

“For instance, is it useful to let me out now?”  

“Or is it better to take this opportunity to find out who‘s behind everything?”  

Edwin was a smart person. His eyes flickered in understanding as he listened to Harvey
‘s words. “So, does that mean you already know who kidnapped your mother–in–law?”  

“Do you know who attacked you?”  

“I‘m just making a guess,” Harvey said indifferently.  

“After coming in 
today, I carefully reviewed what happened in the past two days. If I‘m not wrong, there‘s
 a pair of invisible hands who‘s behind all these...”  

“And these hands should belong to the top four families of Hong Kong.”  



“Among them, only the Flynns and the Leos of Hong Kong have a 
big grudge against me.”  

“However, the Flynns don‘t have that much power. They couldn‘t have executed their pl
an to this extent.”  

“Most likely, this is the doing of the Leos, or the predators behind them.”  

Edwin was taken by surprise. “CEO York, are you saying that the people in the Leo 
family of Hong  

Kong might not have the surname “Leo“, and that there is someone else behind this?”  

“So this time, the Leos of Hong Kong are the ones acting against you...”  

“Then, what role did the Hamiltons play?”  

Harvey replied nonchalantly, “The Hamilton family of Las Vegas may not have participat
ed in this, but the fourth faction of the family certainly did. They‘re determined to get the 
fifty percent stakes of Sky Casino Palace that are in Mandy‘s hands.”  

Edwin tooka deep breath and said, “CEO York... Is the direction I‘m going with this inves
tigation incorrect?”  

Harvey smiled quietly at him. “It might be, but at the same time, it‘s also correct. Just let 
your men continue investigating the Briewood Gang  

from Hong Kong. Act as if they‘re seeking revenge.”  

“Help me pass a message back to Mordu. Tell Tyson to bring along George Zabel and 
Old Niner to Las Vegas.”  

“Also, you have to keep an eye on this case for me. The witnesses and materials provid
ed by the Hamiltons‘ fourth faction all prove that attacked the police, but in fact, I did so 
out of self –defense.”  

“But since that‘s how they want to play the game, then we should have a good time with
 them.”  

“Tell me, how many years could one be charged for perjury in Las Vegas?”  

Edwin‘s eyes brightened up instantly and he grinned. “It‘s just a few years, but if he‘s co
nvicted and has committed a false accusation, Jax Hamilton 
couldn‘t get out of the prison for six months at the very least!”  

“Don‘t worry, CEO York! I‘ll arrange all these right away...”  



Bang!  

Just 
as Edwin was halfway through speaking, the door of the interrogation room was violentl
y kicked open. 
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“Sign it already...”  

Jax Hamilton picked up the Montblanc signature pen on the 
table, then politely handed it to Mandy Zimmer.  

“After you sign, you may leave. We won‘t pursue this matter any further.”  

Sirens were echoing from outside. The inspectors from Las Vegas Police Station had ar
rived..  

“Are you still not signing, Head Zimmer?” Ellie Palmer asked coldly.  

“If you‘re still not signing, Harvey York will be put behind bars when the inspectors come
 in.”  

Mandy trembled before she got ready to sign the paper.  

Slap!  

Harvey took a step forward and slapped the signature pen to the ground, then collected 
the documents on the table before tearing them to shreds.  

“Don‘t sign it, Mandy!  

“Judging from the Hamilton family‘s personality, they wouldn‘t easily let us go even if we
 did!  

“They‘re only being this hasty because they‘re desperate to take your shares back!  

“Since they really want to play, we‘ll play along.  

Maybe we can even establish another casino palace with the shares we have!”  

“I do want to see the downfall of the Hamilton family!”  



“He wants to use the shares of the Hamilton family‘s casino license to establish another 
casino–palace?‘  

And he‘s planning to challenge the family?!‘  

The crowd burst out laughing after hearing Harvey‘s statement.  

The Hamilton family was the only top–rated family in Las Vegas!  

It was said that there were four out of six casino licenses in their hands!  

An outsidet like Harvey planned to use the shares from the family‘s casino license to est
ablish another casino–palace so he could challenge them?  

Ridiculous!  

Everyone glared at Harvey like they were looking at an idiot, thinking 
that he must‘ve been brain  

dead. He would never even say something as insane as this if he were not.  

The women of the family were even showing playful looks on their faces.  

They thought that Harvey was at least reasonably capable since he was holding his gro
und in front of Polly Bolton.  

Then, they realized that he was just an ignorant fool trying to show off!  

Mandy stood frozen in place. She didn‘t understand what Harvey was trying to do. “The 
Hamilton family did so much just to take your shares away from you the easy way!” Har
vey calmly exclaimed.  

“Since they planned for this long and used all the tricks up their sleeves, it‘s enough to p
rove the importance of the shares that you have!  

“Since that‘s the case, we‘ll do it ourselves with  

this.  

“Even if we can‘t establish a casino–
palace, we‘ll just sell the shares off with a high price!  

“I think people from Las Vegas or Hong Kong will be quite interested in this!”  

The Hamilton family frantically changed their expressions after hearing Harvey‘s reasoni
ng.  



If the shares were to goto outsiders, there would be a hole inthe family‘s pocket. Not 
only was this extremely shameful, but they would  

also suffer great losses.  

JanS.  

Jaxand Ellie were showing utterly horrible faces. If they could not take back Mandy‘s sh
ares, there would be many more variables if Jax were to compete for the position of the 
family‘s patriarch.  

The other houses would definitely want to see the two embarrass themselves.  

Footsteps were echoing from outside. A dozen inspectors with loaded firearms walked i
nside, then bowed in front of Polly before closing in on Harvey.  

“Harvey…”  

Mandy frowned after seeing the sight.  

She didn‘t want to see Harvey taken away by the police.  

“Don‘t worry, Mandy. We‘ll be fine.”  

Harvey showed a warm smile.  

“On the contrary, today will be the beginning of the end for the Hamilton family.” 
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“Alright! Stop showing off! 

“You people from Country H sure like to talk big! You won’t stop until you’re the center 
of attention, will you?!” 

A virtuous slender female inspector walked over at this moment while sizing up Harvey 
York filled with disdain. 

“The Hamilton family called us here, stating that you injured a few inspectors! 

“Please come with us immediately!” 

Harvey completely ignored the inspector and glared at Polly Bolton with a cold 
expression. 

“Just you wait, Fourth Lady! 



“You kidnapped my mother-in-law… 

“And you hurt my wife… 

“Then, you put me behind bars… 

“I’ll remember every single one of these things you did. 

lish 

“Don’t you worry. I’ll get bailed out of the police station real soon. When I do, I’ll pay you 
back a hundredfold! “Not only do I want your family to be erased from existence, but I 
also want to watch your casino licenses slip away to other families!” 

Harvey was not interested in killing off Polly immediately. 

He wanted to torture people like those slowly and make them feel the pain of falling all 
the way to the deepest parts of Hell. 

“You want my family to be erased from existence?” 

LL 

Jax Hamilton showed a cold expression without giving a straight answer. 

“Do you think you can even do something like that? First, you should think of getting out 
of the police station unscathed.” 

Jax then walked toward Harvey and patted his 

face. 

“Let me give you a friendly reminder, seventy percent of people in the police station 
belong to the Hamilton family 

“I told you, the Hamilton family are kings of Las Vegas. 

“I wouldn’t lie to you.” 

Polly then calmly sat on her armchair again, with an indifferent expression on her face. 

“You’re not the first one to challenge me, Kid. 

“But every single one of them kneeled in front of me in the end. 

“That’s why I’m looking forward to you doing the same as well. 



“Will you take three days? Or five? 

“Maybe you won’t even last a single day?” 

“You’ll know soon enough.”. 

Harvey chuckled without any intention to 

continue talking. He then gestured at Mandy before leaving for the police station 
together. 

An hour later, at the Las Vegas Police Station. 

Harvey casually sat inside the interrogation room while looking at his surroundings, 
occasionally sipping his coffee. He looked as if he was just taking a vacation. 

Bang! 

The slender inspector slammed her hands on the table and glared at Harvey. 

“Be serious! Answer the question properly! 

“As a man from Country H, not only are you not behaving like a proper person coming 
to Las Vegas, you even injured people out in public! 

“It’s bad enough that you do that, but you also 

beat up some inspectors) 

“Let me tell you, we already have information about their injuries! 

“Since they’re all lightly injured, it’s enough for you to be put behind bars for ten whole 
years!” 

The bald inspector on the side then coldly exclaimed, “You’ll have a better time if you 
tell it straight to us, you bastard!” 

“If I tell you that the Hamilton family were the ones that distorted the truth and hit us first 
and that I was just protecting myself out of self defense, would you believe me?” asked 
Harvey while his interest peaked. 

The slender inspector scoffed. 

“Do you have any idea what the Hamilton family is?! 

“They’re the only top-rated family in Las Vegas! Their family motto is to live in harmony! 



“Not only is the Fourth Young Master very personable and gentle, but he’s also a well 
known philanthropist! Why would someone like that even start beating people up?! 

“Even if they did, they only forced their hand because you were being excessive!” 
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Harvey York merely shrugged. 

“I have solid proof. Do you want to see the full video footage?” he said calmly. 

“Full video footage?!” 

The slender inspector was showing disdain. 

“Do you think the Las Vegas Police Station’s full of idiots?! We have already 
investigated the scene, and someone intentionally destroyed the surveillance system. 
How could there be footage if that’sthe case? 

Anttips 

“Then your so-called proof must be fake, isn’t 

it?  

“According to my knowledge, there’s a very advanced application that allows you to 
tamper with surveillance footage. 

“Besides, I questioned all the witnesses on site before. All of them said that you were 
the one who injured the inspectors! 

“Are you confessing or not?! If not, don’t blame us for forcing our hand!” 

Harvey chuckled. 

“What? Did you think you could just accuse me of anything just because you got some 
so-called witnesses? 

“Did you even look into the cause of the incident? 

“Did you cross-examine the statements? 

LI 

“Do you even have proof on-site? 



“If you have absolutely nothing, why are you even trying to press charges on me? What 
are you thinking?!” 

The slender inspector’s expression turned as 

cold as ice. 

“Are you teaching me how to do my job?! 

“I want to make a phone call.” 

Harvey was indifferent. 

He wanted to reason with the inspectors, but just as Jax Hamilton said, seventy percent 
of the people in the Las Vegas Police Station belonged to the Hamilton family. 

The inspectors were already biased toward the family, and there was no chance that 
they would enforce the law impartially. 

Since those people weren’t doing things by the book, Harvey didn’t want to play along 
anymore. 

The bald inspector’s face darkened. 

“Just answer the questions properly! Stop trying to make phone calls!” 

“Are you sure you don’t want me to make the call? What if you managed to go against 
someone way more powerful than you and start to regret your decisions?” said Harvey 
indifferently 

“Oh! You’re getting someone to suppress us?” 

The slender inspector scoffed yet again, then sized up Harvey before throwing his 
phone in front of him. 

Harveyorkenglish 

“Make the call then! I do want to see what kind of people you can call to bail you out of 
this situation!!! 

WattpS!!!  

Harvey picked up the phone and called Edwin Mendoza in an instant. 

“Why are you calling me this early in the morning, CEO York? Do you have new 
orders?” 



Edwin seemed a little groggy.  

Harvey smiled. 

“You just woke up?” 

“I interrogated a few people overnight and found some leads. If everything goes well, 10 
should be able to provide info about the kidnappers today.” 

“Start talking already! Stop wasting time! Where do you think this is?! Do you think this 
is a place for you to make small talk?!” 

The slender inspector slammed on the table impatiently. 

Edwin seemed to have heard something from the other side of the phone. 

“CEO York, where are you right now?” asked Edwin with a serious tone. 

“The Las Vegas Police Station. The Fourth Young Master accused me of assaulting the 
police. The two inspectors here are trying to press more charges on me.” 

“Las Vegas Police Station?!” 

Edwin froze, then burst out in anger. 

“How dare they?! They’d dare arrest you?! 

“I’ll get there right now! 

After hanging up the phone, the slender inspector confiscated Harvey’s phone while 
showing a face full of disdain. 

“Is there a point? Tell me! What’s the point of making that call?! 

“Are you still trying to pretend?! Are you trying to scare us or something?! 

“If you weren’t calling one of your rascal 

friends, I’ll swallow your phone whole!” 

The bald inspector was showing a playful expression after hearing those words. 

‘What kind of big character from Las Vegas could this man from Country H possibly be 
acquainted with? 

‘He must have a death wish to offend the Hamilton family like that! 
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Harvey York calmly put on a smile.  

“I called Edwin Mendoza.”  

“Young Master Mendoza?!”  

The slender inspector froze. Since Las Vegas was relatively 
small, basically everyone knew the names of all the big characters here.  

But soon after, she showed a disdainful expression.  

“Young Master Mendoza is the son of Las Vegas‘ first–in–
command. He‘s known for being strict and impartial!  

“Not only that, but he‘s also one of the higher ups of our police station! He‘s a big chara
cter!  

“Why would someone like that even go out of his way to protect someone who assaulte
d a police  
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officer?!  

“What are you thinking?!  

“At least think of something more reasonable for you to show off!  

“Or do you think you can scare us off just with Young Master Mendoza‘s name alone?).  

The bald inspector sighed while shaking his head. In the inspectors‘ eyes, they thought t
hat it was embarrassing for a man without any capabilities to act al mysterious.  

Harvey didn‘t feel fazed even for a single second. He smiled and merely replied, “Just w
ait for your moment to swallow the phone whole then.”  

“Fine. You don‘t have to confess either. After all, we have lots of time to play with you.  

“According to the law, we have a total of seventy  

–two hours to detain you here!”  

The slender inspector showed no emotion with her icy cold expression.  



“We‘ll have our break now, 
and we‘ll come back for you after we‘re done. Don‘t you worry. You don‘t need to sleep f
or the next few days. We‘ll take time to play with you until you’re finally satisfied!  

“Of course, you can wait for Young Master Mendoza himself to come to save you!”  

The slender inspector‘s expression was as cold  

start crying and begging for their parents and  

detained for a few days.  

Harvey casually sipped his coffee.  

“Heh. There‘s no saving him. Who does he think he is?!  

“Las Vegas is a lawful society! This isn‘t a place like Country H!”  

The slender inspector coldly chuckled while walking away with her partner.  

Right when they walked toward the entrance, a black Lexus immediately stopped in fron
t of the  

police station.  

The son of Las Vegas‘ first–in–
command, Edwin, came striding toward the police station the next moment.  

The inspectors righteous expressions frantically changed before they walked forward.  

“Young Master Mendoza...”  

“Did you recently apprehended a man named Harvey 
York?!” asked Edwin coldly without wasting any time.  

“Where is he?!  

“Bring me to him right now!” Edwin exclaimed while walking into the hall.  

Harvey York?!  

Cold sweats were dripping down the inspectors backs. They remembered the phone cal
l Harvey made, but they never expected...  

That Edwin himself would come here just after a single phone call from Harvey.  



tone Harvey  

Inside the 
interrogation room, a plate of pork chop rice, unique to the police station, was placed on
 the table. A savory aroma was flowing throughout the entire room.  

Edwin was frantically pacing in front of Harvey.  

“This situation‘s a little troublesome, CEO York.  

Hamilton.  

“Denver is a gangster from the underworld, a real pain in the neck.  

“I can easily suppress him.  

“But Jax loves to play with small tricks. Besides, the Fourth Lady was the one 
who got you in here.  

“There‘s something you don‘t know. Every single wife of the King of 
Gambling has a different background, a.  

“The Fourth Lady, Polly 
Bolton, comes from the Bolton family. Even though it‘s not a top–
rated familythey‘re still one of the strongest first ratě families around. They‘re not to be tr
ifled  

with.  

“That‘s why even I can‘t get you out that easily. We need solid proof...”  

Harvey picked up the cutlery, took a bite out of  

the pork chop rice, and then smiled warmly.  

“I didn‘t think I‘d have a chance to eat the classic pork chop rice. I‘ve only seen these in 
Las Vegas dramas...”  
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Edwin threw Harvey an ugly look and muttered, “CEO York, how do you still have the m
ood to eat at a time like this?”  

Harvey smiled and replied indifferently. It tell you that I came on purpose, would you beli
eve  



me?»  

Edwin was slightly taken aback. “You came here on purpose?”  

Harvey nodded, “Yes.”  

“Don‘t you feel that there are too many things that have happened these few days, ever 
since I arrived in Las Vegas from Mordu?”  

“My mother–in–
law was kidnapped. I‘ve been attacked several times. On top of that, some people have 
been eyeing my wife‘s shares of Sky Casino Palace...”  

“Everything is far too coincidental.”  

“And with the way these coincidences come together, I‘ve begun to believe that there is 
no such coincidence in this world.”  

“Some are carefully planned.”  

As Harvey ate, he advised Edwin, “Edwin, you‘re also from the Sword Camp. Sometime
s, you should think more deeply when you run into problems.”  

“For instance, is it useful to let me out now?”  

“Or is it better to take this opportunity to find out who‘s behind everything?”  

Edwin was a smart person. His eyes flickered in understanding as he listened to Harvey
‘s words. “So, does that mean you already know who kidnapped your mother–in–law?”  

“Do you know who attacked you?”  

“I‘m just making a guess,” Harvey said indifferently.  

“After coming in 
today, I carefully reviewed what happened in the past two days. If I‘m not wrong, there‘s
 a pair of invisible hands who‘s behind all these...”  

“And these hands should belong to the top four families of Hong Kong.”  

“Among them, only the Flynns and the Leos of Hong Kong have a 
big grudge against me.”  

“However, the Flynns don‘t have that much power. They couldn‘t have executed their pl
an to this extent.”  



“Most likely, this is the doing of the Leos, or the predators behind them.”  

Edwin was taken by surprise. “CEO York, are you saying that the people in the Leo 
family of Hong  

Kong might not have the surname “Leo“, and that there is someone else behind this?”  

“So this time, the Leos of Hong Kong are the ones acting against you...”  

“Then, what role did the Hamiltons play?”  

Harvey replied nonchalantly, “The Hamilton family of Las Vegas may not have participat
ed in this, but the fourth faction of the family certainly did. They‘re determined to get the 
fifty percent stakes of Sky Casino Palace that are in Mandy‘s hands.”  

Edwin tooka deep breath and said, “CEO York... Is the direction I‘m going with this inves
tigation incorrect?”  

Harvey smiled quietly at him. “It might be, but at the same time, it‘s also correct. Just let 
your men continue investigating the Briewood Gang  

from Hong Kong. Act as if they‘re seeking revenge.”  

“Help me pass a message back to Mordu. Tell Tyson to bring along George Zabel and 
Old Niner to Las Vegas.”  

“Also, you have to keep an eye on this case for me. The witnesses and materials provid
ed by the Hamiltons‘ fourth faction all prove that attacked the police, but in fact, I did so 
out of self –defense.”  

“But since that‘s how they want to play the game, then we should have a good time with
 them.”  

“Tell me, how many years could one be charged for perjury in Las Vegas?”  

Edwin‘s eyes brightened up instantly and he grinned. “It‘s just a few years, but if he‘s co
nvicted and has committed a false accusation, Jax Hamilton 
couldn‘t get out of the prison for six months at the very least!”  

“Don‘t worry, CEO York! I‘ll arrange all these right away...”  

Bang!  

Just 
as Edwin was halfway through speaking, the door of the interrogation room was violentl
y kicked open. 
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“Alright! Stop showing off! 

“You people from Country H sure like to talk big! You won’t stop until you’re the center 
of attention, will you?!” 

A virtuous slender female inspector walked over at this moment while sizing up Harvey 
York filled with disdain. 

“The Hamilton family called us here, stating that you injured a few inspectors! 

“Please come with us immediately!” 

Harvey completely ignored the inspector and glared at Polly Bolton with a cold 
expression. 

“Just you wait, Fourth Lady! 

“You kidnapped my mother-in-law… 

“And you hurt my wife… 

“Then, you put me behind bars… 

“I’ll remember every single one of these things you did. 

lish 

“Don’t you worry. I’ll get bailed out of the police station real soon. When I do, I’ll pay you 
back a hundredfold! “Not only do I want your family to be erased from existence, but I 
also want to watch your casino licenses slip away to other families!” 

Harvey was not interested in killing off Polly immediately. 

He wanted to torture people like those slowly and make them feel the pain of falling all 
the way to the deepest parts of Hell. 

“You want my family to be erased from existence?” 

LL 

Jax Hamilton showed a cold expression without giving a straight answer. 



“Do you think you can even do something like that? First, you should think of getting out 
of the police station unscathed.” 

Jax then walked toward Harvey and patted his 

face. 

“Let me give you a friendly reminder, seventy percent of people in the police station 
belong to the Hamilton family 

“I told you, the Hamilton family are kings of Las Vegas. 

“I wouldn’t lie to you.” 

Polly then calmly sat on her armchair again, with an indifferent expression on her face. 

“You’re not the first one to challenge me, Kid. 

“But every single one of them kneeled in front of me in the end. 

“That’s why I’m looking forward to you doing the same as well. 

“Will you take three days? Or five? 

“Maybe you won’t even last a single day?” 

“You’ll know soon enough.”. 

Harvey chuckled without any intention to 

continue talking. He then gestured at Mandy before leaving for the police station 
together. 

An hour later, at the Las Vegas Police Station. 

Harvey casually sat inside the interrogation room while looking at his surroundings, 
occasionally sipping his coffee. He looked as if he was just taking a vacation. 

Bang! 

The slender inspector slammed her hands on the table and glared at Harvey. 

“Be serious! Answer the question properly! 

“As a man from Country H, not only are you not behaving like a proper person coming 
to Las Vegas, you even injured people out in public! 



“It’s bad enough that you do that, but you also 

beat up some inspectors) 

“Let me tell you, we already have information about their injuries! 

“Since they’re all lightly injured, it’s enough for you to be put behind bars for ten whole 
years!” 

The bald inspector on the side then coldly exclaimed, “You’ll have a better time if you 
tell it straight to us, you bastard!” 

“If I tell you that the Hamilton family were the ones that distorted the truth and hit us first 
and that I was just protecting myself out of self defense, would you believe me?” asked 
Harvey while his interest peaked. 

The slender inspector scoffed. 

“Do you have any idea what the Hamilton family is?! 

“They’re the only top-rated family in Las Vegas! Their family motto is to live in harmony! 

“Not only is the Fourth Young Master very personable and gentle, but he’s also a well 
known philanthropist! Why would someone like that even start beating people up?! 

“Even if they did, they only forced their hand because you were being excessive!” 
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Harvey York merely shrugged. 

“I have solid proof. Do you want to see the full video footage?” he said calmly. 

“Full video footage?!” 

The slender inspector was showing disdain. 

“Do you think the Las Vegas Police Station’s full of idiots?! We have already 
investigated the scene, and someone intentionally destroyed the surveillance system. 
How could there be footage if that’sthe case? 

Anttips 

“Then your so-called proof must be fake, isn’t 

it?  



“According to my knowledge, there’s a very advanced application that allows you to 
tamper with surveillance footage. 

“Besides, I questioned all the witnesses on site before. All of them said that you were 
the one who injured the inspectors! 

“Are you confessing or not?! If not, don’t blame us for forcing our hand!” 

Harvey chuckled. 

“What? Did you think you could just accuse me of anything just because you got some 
so-called witnesses? 

“Did you even look into the cause of the incident? 

“Did you cross-examine the statements? 

LI 

“Do you even have proof on-site? 

“If you have absolutely nothing, why are you even trying to press charges on me? What 
are you thinking?!” 

The slender inspector’s expression turned as 

cold as ice. 

“Are you teaching me how to do my job?! 

“I want to make a phone call.” 

Harvey was indifferent. 

He wanted to reason with the inspectors, but just as Jax Hamilton said, seventy percent 
of the people in the Las Vegas Police Station belonged to the Hamilton family. 

The inspectors were already biased toward the family, and there was no chance that 
they would enforce the law impartially. 

Since those people weren’t doing things by the book, Harvey didn’t want to play along 
anymore. 

The bald inspector’s face darkened. 

“Just answer the questions properly! Stop trying to make phone calls!” 



“Are you sure you don’t want me to make the call? What if you managed to go against 
someone way more powerful than you and start to regret your decisions?” said Harvey 
indifferently 

“Oh! You’re getting someone to suppress us?” 

The slender inspector scoffed yet again, then sized up Harvey before throwing his 
phone in front of him. 

Harveyorkenglish 

“Make the call then! I do want to see what kind of people you can call to bail you out of 
this situation!!! 

WattpS!!!  

Harvey picked up the phone and called Edwin Mendoza in an instant. 

“Why are you calling me this early in the morning, CEO York? Do you have new 
orders?” 

Edwin seemed a little groggy.  

Harvey smiled. 

“You just woke up?” 

“I interrogated a few people overnight and found some leads. If everything goes well, 10 
should be able to provide info about the kidnappers today.” 

“Start talking already! Stop wasting time! Where do you think this is?! Do you think this 
is a place for you to make small talk?!” 

The slender inspector slammed on the table impatiently. 

Edwin seemed to have heard something from the other side of the phone. 

“CEO York, where are you right now?” asked Edwin with a serious tone. 

“The Las Vegas Police Station. The Fourth Young Master accused me of assaulting the 
police. The two inspectors here are trying to press more charges on me.” 

“Las Vegas Police Station?!” 

Edwin froze, then burst out in anger. 



“How dare they?! They’d dare arrest you?! 

“I’ll get there right now! 

After hanging up the phone, the slender inspector confiscated Harvey’s phone while 
showing a face full of disdain. 

“Is there a point? Tell me! What’s the point of making that call?! 

“Are you still trying to pretend?! Are you trying to scare us or something?! 

“If you weren’t calling one of your rascal 

friends, I’ll swallow your phone whole!” 

The bald inspector was showing a playful expression after hearing those words. 

‘What kind of big character from Las Vegas could this man from Country H possibly be 
acquainted with? 

‘He must have a death wish to offend the Hamilton family like that! 
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Harvey York calmly put on a smile.  

“I called Edwin Mendoza.”  

“Young Master Mendoza?!”  

The slender inspector froze. Since Las Vegas was relatively 
small, basically everyone knew the names of all the big characters here.  

But soon after, she showed a disdainful expression.  

“Young Master Mendoza is the son of Las Vegas‘ first–in–
command. He‘s known for being strict and impartial!  

“Not only that, but he‘s also one of the higher ups of our police station! He‘s a big chara
cter!  

“Why would someone like that even go out of his way to protect someone who assaulte
d a police  
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officer?!  

“What are you thinking?!  

“At least think of something more reasonable for you to show off!  

“Or do you think you can scare us off just with Young Master Mendoza‘s name alone?).  

The bald inspector sighed while shaking his head. In the inspectors‘ eyes, they thought t
hat it was embarrassing for a man without any capabilities to act al mysterious.  

Harvey didn‘t feel fazed even for a single second. He smiled and merely replied, “Just w
ait for your moment to swallow the phone whole then.”  

“Fine. You don‘t have to confess either. After all, we have lots of time to play with you.  

“According to the law, we have a total of seventy  

–two hours to detain you here!”  

The slender inspector showed no emotion with her icy cold expression.  

“We‘ll have our break now, 
and we‘ll come back for you after we‘re done. Don‘t you worry. You don‘t need to sleep f
or the next few days. We‘ll take time to play with you until you’re finally satisfied!  

“Of course, you can wait for Young Master Mendoza himself to come to save you!”  

The slender inspector‘s expression was as cold  

start crying and begging for their parents and  

detained for a few days.  

Harvey casually sipped his coffee.  

“Heh. There‘s no saving him. Who does he think he is?!  

“Las Vegas is a lawful society! This isn‘t a place like Country H!”  

The slender inspector coldly chuckled while walking away with her partner.  

Right when they walked toward the entrance, a black Lexus immediately stopped in fron
t of the  

police station.  



The son of Las Vegas‘ first–in–
command, Edwin, came striding toward the police station the next moment.  

The inspectors righteous expressions frantically changed before they walked forward.  

“Young Master Mendoza...”  

“Did you recently apprehended a man named Harvey 
York?!” asked Edwin coldly without wasting any time.  

“Where is he?!  

“Bring me to him right now!” Edwin exclaimed while walking into the hall.  

Harvey York?!  

Cold sweats were dripping down the inspectors backs. They remembered the phone cal
l Harvey made, but they never expected...  

That Edwin himself would come here just after a single phone call from Harvey.  

tone Harvey  

Inside the 
interrogation room, a plate of pork chop rice, unique to the police station, was placed on
 the table. A savory aroma was flowing throughout the entire room.  

Edwin was frantically pacing in front of Harvey.  

“This situation‘s a little troublesome, CEO York.  

Hamilton.  

“Denver is a gangster from the underworld, a real pain in the neck.  

“I can easily suppress him.  

“But Jax loves to play with small tricks. Besides, the Fourth Lady was the one 
who got you in here.  

“There‘s something you don‘t know. Every single wife of the King of 
Gambling has a different background, a.  

“The Fourth Lady, Polly 
Bolton, comes from the Bolton family. Even though it‘s not a top–



rated familythey‘re still one of the strongest first ratě families around. They‘re not to be tr
ifled  

with.  

“That‘s why even I can‘t get you out that easily. We need solid proof...”  

Harvey picked up the cutlery, took a bite out of  

the pork chop rice, and then smiled warmly.  

“I didn‘t think I‘d have a chance to eat the classic pork chop rice. I‘ve only seen these in 
Las Vegas dramas...”  

Chapter 2299  

Edwin threw Harvey an ugly look and muttered, “CEO York, how do you still have the m
ood to eat at a time like this?”  

Harvey smiled and replied indifferently. It tell you that I came on purpose, would you beli
eve  

me?»  

Edwin was slightly taken aback. “You came here on purpose?”  

Harvey nodded, “Yes.”  

“Don‘t you feel that there are too many things that have happened these few days, ever 
since I arrived in Las Vegas from Mordu?”  

“My mother–in–
law was kidnapped. I‘ve been attacked several times. On top of that, some people have 
been eyeing my wife‘s shares of Sky Casino Palace...”  

“Everything is far too coincidental.”  

“And with the way these coincidences come together, I‘ve begun to believe that there is 
no such coincidence in this world.”  

“Some are carefully planned.”  

As Harvey ate, he advised Edwin, “Edwin, you‘re also from the Sword Camp. Sometime
s, you should think more deeply when you run into problems.”  

“For instance, is it useful to let me out now?”  



“Or is it better to take this opportunity to find out who‘s behind everything?”  

Edwin was a smart person. His eyes flickered in understanding as he listened to Harvey
‘s words. “So, does that mean you already know who kidnapped your mother–in–law?”  

“Do you know who attacked you?”  

“I‘m just making a guess,” Harvey said indifferently.  

“After coming in 
today, I carefully reviewed what happened in the past two days. If I‘m not wrong, there‘s
 a pair of invisible hands who‘s behind all these...”  

“And these hands should belong to the top four families of Hong Kong.”  

“Among them, only the Flynns and the Leos of Hong Kong have a 
big grudge against me.”  

“However, the Flynns don‘t have that much power. They couldn‘t have executed their pl
an to this extent.”  

“Most likely, this is the doing of the Leos, or the predators behind them.”  

Edwin was taken by surprise. “CEO York, are you saying that the people in the Leo 
family of Hong  

Kong might not have the surname “Leo“, and that there is someone else behind this?”  

“So this time, the Leos of Hong Kong are the ones acting against you...”  

“Then, what role did the Hamiltons play?”  

Harvey replied nonchalantly, “The Hamilton family of Las Vegas may not have participat
ed in this, but the fourth faction of the family certainly did. They‘re determined to get the 
fifty percent stakes of Sky Casino Palace that are in Mandy‘s hands.”  

Edwin tooka deep breath and said, “CEO York... Is the direction I‘m going with this inves
tigation incorrect?”  

Harvey smiled quietly at him. “It might be, but at the same time, it‘s also correct. Just let 
your men continue investigating the Briewood Gang  

from Hong Kong. Act as if they‘re seeking revenge.”  

“Help me pass a message back to Mordu. Tell Tyson to bring along George Zabel and 
Old Niner to Las Vegas.”  



“Also, you have to keep an eye on this case for me. The witnesses and materials provid
ed by the Hamiltons‘ fourth faction all prove that attacked the police, but in fact, I did so 
out of self –defense.”  

“But since that‘s how they want to play the game, then we should have a good time with
 them.”  

“Tell me, how many years could one be charged for perjury in Las Vegas?”  

Edwin‘s eyes brightened up instantly and he grinned. “It‘s just a few years, but if he‘s co
nvicted and has committed a false accusation, Jax Hamilton 
couldn‘t get out of the prison for six months at the very least!”  

“Don‘t worry, CEO York! I‘ll arrange all these right away...”  

Bang!  

Just 
as Edwin was halfway through speaking, the door of the interrogation room was violentl
y kicked open. 
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Harvey York merely shrugged. 

“I have solid proof. Do you want to see the full video footage?” he said calmly. 

“Full video footage?!” 

The slender inspector was showing disdain. 

“Do you think the Las Vegas Police Station’s full of idiots?! We have already 
investigated the scene, and someone intentionally destroyed the surveillance system. 
How could there be footage if that’sthe case? 

Anttips 

“Then your so-called proof must be fake, isn’t 

it?  

“According to my knowledge, there’s a very advanced application that allows you to 
tamper with surveillance footage. 



“Besides, I questioned all the witnesses on site before. All of them said that you were 
the one who injured the inspectors! 

“Are you confessing or not?! If not, don’t blame us for forcing our hand!” 

Harvey chuckled. 

“What? Did you think you could just accuse me of anything just because you got some 
so-called witnesses? 

“Did you even look into the cause of the incident? 

“Did you cross-examine the statements? 

LI 

“Do you even have proof on-site? 

“If you have absolutely nothing, why are you even trying to press charges on me? What 
are you thinking?!” 

The slender inspector’s expression turned as 

cold as ice. 

“Are you teaching me how to do my job?! 

“I want to make a phone call.” 

Harvey was indifferent. 

He wanted to reason with the inspectors, but just as Jax Hamilton said, seventy percent 
of the people in the Las Vegas Police Station belonged to the Hamilton family. 

The inspectors were already biased toward the family, and there was no chance that 
they would enforce the law impartially. 

Since those people weren’t doing things by the book, Harvey didn’t want to play along 
anymore. 

The bald inspector’s face darkened. 

“Just answer the questions properly! Stop trying to make phone calls!” 



“Are you sure you don’t want me to make the call? What if you managed to go against 
someone way more powerful than you and start to regret your decisions?” said Harvey 
indifferently 

“Oh! You’re getting someone to suppress us?” 

The slender inspector scoffed yet again, then sized up Harvey before throwing his 
phone in front of him. 

Harveyorkenglish 

“Make the call then! I do want to see what kind of people you can call to bail you out of 
this situation!!! 

WattpS!!!  

Harvey picked up the phone and called Edwin Mendoza in an instant. 

“Why are you calling me this early in the morning, CEO York? Do you have new 
orders?” 

Edwin seemed a little groggy.  

Harvey smiled. 

“You just woke up?” 

“I interrogated a few people overnight and found some leads. If everything goes well, 10 
should be able to provide info about the kidnappers today.” 

“Start talking already! Stop wasting time! Where do you think this is?! Do you think this 
is a place for you to make small talk?!” 

The slender inspector slammed on the table impatiently. 

Edwin seemed to have heard something from the other side of the phone. 

“CEO York, where are you right now?” asked Edwin with a serious tone. 

“The Las Vegas Police Station. The Fourth Young Master accused me of assaulting the 
police. The two inspectors here are trying to press more charges on me.” 

“Las Vegas Police Station?!” 

Edwin froze, then burst out in anger. 



“How dare they?! They’d dare arrest you?! 

“I’ll get there right now! 

After hanging up the phone, the slender inspector confiscated Harvey’s phone while 
showing a face full of disdain. 

“Is there a point? Tell me! What’s the point of making that call?! 

“Are you still trying to pretend?! Are you trying to scare us or something?! 

“If you weren’t calling one of your rascal 

friends, I’ll swallow your phone whole!” 

The bald inspector was showing a playful expression after hearing those words. 

‘What kind of big character from Las Vegas could this man from Country H possibly be 
acquainted with? 

‘He must have a death wish to offend the Hamilton family like that! 
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Harvey York calmly put on a smile.  

“I called Edwin Mendoza.”  

“Young Master Mendoza?!”  

The slender inspector froze. Since Las Vegas was relatively 
small, basically everyone knew the names of all the big characters here.  

But soon after, she showed a disdainful expression.  

“Young Master Mendoza is the son of Las Vegas‘ first–in–
command. He‘s known for being strict and impartial!  

“Not only that, but he‘s also one of the higher ups of our police station! He‘s a big chara
cter!  

“Why would someone like that even go out of his way to protect someone who assaulte
d a police  
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officer?!  

“What are you thinking?!  

“At least think of something more reasonable for you to show off!  

“Or do you think you can scare us off just with Young Master Mendoza‘s name alone?).  

The bald inspector sighed while shaking his head. In the inspectors‘ eyes, they thought t
hat it was embarrassing for a man without any capabilities to act al mysterious.  

Harvey didn‘t feel fazed even for a single second. He smiled and merely replied, “Just w
ait for your moment to swallow the phone whole then.”  

“Fine. You don‘t have to confess either. After all, we have lots of time to play with you.  

“According to the law, we have a total of seventy  

–two hours to detain you here!”  

The slender inspector showed no emotion with her icy cold expression.  

“We‘ll have our break now, 
and we‘ll come back for you after we‘re done. Don‘t you worry. You don‘t need to sleep f
or the next few days. We‘ll take time to play with you until you’re finally satisfied!  

“Of course, you can wait for Young Master Mendoza himself to come to save you!”  

The slender inspector‘s expression was as cold  

start crying and begging for their parents and  

detained for a few days.  

Harvey casually sipped his coffee.  

“Heh. There‘s no saving him. Who does he think he is?!  

“Las Vegas is a lawful society! This isn‘t a place like Country H!”  

The slender inspector coldly chuckled while walking away with her partner.  

Right when they walked toward the entrance, a black Lexus immediately stopped in fron
t of the  

police station.  



The son of Las Vegas‘ first–in–
command, Edwin, came striding toward the police station the next moment.  

The inspectors righteous expressions frantically changed before they walked forward.  

“Young Master Mendoza...”  

“Did you recently apprehended a man named Harvey 
York?!” asked Edwin coldly without wasting any time.  

“Where is he?!  

“Bring me to him right now!” Edwin exclaimed while walking into the hall.  

Harvey York?!  

Cold sweats were dripping down the inspectors backs. They remembered the phone cal
l Harvey made, but they never expected...  

That Edwin himself would come here just after a single phone call from Harvey.  

tone Harvey  

Inside the 
interrogation room, a plate of pork chop rice, unique to the police station, was placed on
 the table. A savory aroma was flowing throughout the entire room.  

Edwin was frantically pacing in front of Harvey.  

“This situation‘s a little troublesome, CEO York.  

Hamilton.  

“Denver is a gangster from the underworld, a real pain in the neck.  

“I can easily suppress him.  

“But Jax loves to play with small tricks. Besides, the Fourth Lady was the one 
who got you in here.  

“There‘s something you don‘t know. Every single wife of the King of 
Gambling has a different background, a.  

“The Fourth Lady, Polly 
Bolton, comes from the Bolton family. Even though it‘s not a top–



rated familythey‘re still one of the strongest first ratě families around. They‘re not to be tr
ifled  

with.  

“That‘s why even I can‘t get you out that easily. We need solid proof...”  

Harvey picked up the cutlery, took a bite out of  

the pork chop rice, and then smiled warmly.  

“I didn‘t think I‘d have a chance to eat the classic pork chop rice. I‘ve only seen these in 
Las Vegas dramas...”  

Chapter 2299  

Edwin threw Harvey an ugly look and muttered, “CEO York, how do you still have the m
ood to eat at a time like this?”  

Harvey smiled and replied indifferently. It tell you that I came on purpose, would you beli
eve  

me?»  

Edwin was slightly taken aback. “You came here on purpose?”  

Harvey nodded, “Yes.”  

“Don‘t you feel that there are too many things that have happened these few days, ever 
since I arrived in Las Vegas from Mordu?”  

“My mother–in–
law was kidnapped. I‘ve been attacked several times. On top of that, some people have 
been eyeing my wife‘s shares of Sky Casino Palace...”  

“Everything is far too coincidental.”  

“And with the way these coincidences come together, I‘ve begun to believe that there is 
no such coincidence in this world.”  

“Some are carefully planned.”  

As Harvey ate, he advised Edwin, “Edwin, you‘re also from the Sword Camp. Sometime
s, you should think more deeply when you run into problems.”  

“For instance, is it useful to let me out now?”  



“Or is it better to take this opportunity to find out who‘s behind everything?”  

Edwin was a smart person. His eyes flickered in understanding as he listened to Harvey
‘s words. “So, does that mean you already know who kidnapped your mother–in–law?”  

“Do you know who attacked you?”  

“I‘m just making a guess,” Harvey said indifferently.  

“After coming in 
today, I carefully reviewed what happened in the past two days. If I‘m not wrong, there‘s
 a pair of invisible hands who‘s behind all these...”  

“And these hands should belong to the top four families of Hong Kong.”  

“Among them, only the Flynns and the Leos of Hong Kong have a 
big grudge against me.”  

“However, the Flynns don‘t have that much power. They couldn‘t have executed their pl
an to this extent.”  

“Most likely, this is the doing of the Leos, or the predators behind them.”  

Edwin was taken by surprise. “CEO York, are you saying that the people in the Leo 
family of Hong  

Kong might not have the surname “Leo“, and that there is someone else behind this?”  

“So this time, the Leos of Hong Kong are the ones acting against you...”  

“Then, what role did the Hamiltons play?”  

Harvey replied nonchalantly, “The Hamilton family of Las Vegas may not have participat
ed in this, but the fourth faction of the family certainly did. They‘re determined to get the 
fifty percent stakes of Sky Casino Palace that are in Mandy‘s hands.”  

Edwin tooka deep breath and said, “CEO York... Is the direction I‘m going with this inves
tigation incorrect?”  

Harvey smiled quietly at him. “It might be, but at the same time, it‘s also correct. Just let 
your men continue investigating the Briewood Gang  

from Hong Kong. Act as if they‘re seeking revenge.”  

“Help me pass a message back to Mordu. Tell Tyson to bring along George Zabel and 
Old Niner to Las Vegas.”  



“Also, you have to keep an eye on this case for me. The witnesses and materials provid
ed by the Hamiltons‘ fourth faction all prove that attacked the police, but in fact, I did so 
out of self –defense.”  

“But since that‘s how they want to play the game, then we should have a good time with
 them.”  

“Tell me, how many years could one be charged for perjury in Las Vegas?”  

Edwin‘s eyes brightened up instantly and he grinned. “It‘s just a few years, but if he‘s co
nvicted and has committed a false accusation, Jax Hamilton 
couldn‘t get out of the prison for six months at the very least!”  

“Don‘t worry, CEO York! I‘ll arrange all these right away...”  

Bang!  

Just 
as Edwin was halfway through speaking, the door of the interrogation room was violentl
y kicked open. 
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Harvey York calmly put on a smile.  

“I called Edwin Mendoza.”  

“Young Master Mendoza?!”  

The slender inspector froze. Since Las Vegas was relatively 
small, basically everyone knew the names of all the big characters here.  

But soon after, she showed a disdainful expression.  

“Young Master Mendoza is the son of Las Vegas‘ first–in–
command. He‘s known for being strict and impartial!  

“Not only that, but he‘s also one of the higher ups of our police station! He‘s a big chara
cter!  

“Why would someone like that even go out of his way to protect someone who assaulte
d a police  

Chapter 2298  



officer?!  

“What are you thinking?!  

“At least think of something more reasonable for you to show off!  

“Or do you think you can scare us off just with Young Master Mendoza‘s name alone?).  

The bald inspector sighed while shaking his head. In the inspectors‘ eyes, they thought t
hat it was embarrassing for a man without any capabilities to act al mysterious.  

Harvey didn‘t feel fazed even for a single second. He smiled and merely replied, “Just w
ait for your moment to swallow the phone whole then.”  

“Fine. You don‘t have to confess either. After all, we have lots of time to play with you.  

“According to the law, we have a total of seventy  

–two hours to detain you here!”  

The slender inspector showed no emotion with her icy cold expression.  

“We‘ll have our break now, 
and we‘ll come back for you after we‘re done. Don‘t you worry. You don‘t need to sleep f
or the next few days. We‘ll take time to play with you until you’re finally satisfied!  

“Of course, you can wait for Young Master Mendoza himself to come to save you!”  

The slender inspector‘s expression was as cold  

start crying and begging for their parents and  

detained for a few days.  

Harvey casually sipped his coffee.  

“Heh. There‘s no saving him. Who does he think he is?!  

“Las Vegas is a lawful society! This isn‘t a place like Country H!”  

The slender inspector coldly chuckled while walking away with her partner.  

Right when they walked toward the entrance, a black Lexus immediately stopped in fron
t of the  

police station.  



The son of Las Vegas‘ first–in–
command, Edwin, came striding toward the police station the next moment.  

The inspectors righteous expressions frantically changed before they walked forward.  

“Young Master Mendoza...”  

“Did you recently apprehended a man named Harvey 
York?!” asked Edwin coldly without wasting any time.  

“Where is he?!  

“Bring me to him right now!” Edwin exclaimed while walking into the hall.  

Harvey York?!  

Cold sweats were dripping down the inspectors backs. They remembered the phone cal
l Harvey made, but they never expected...  

That Edwin himself would come here just after a single phone call from Harvey.  

tone Harvey  

Inside the 
interrogation room, a plate of pork chop rice, unique to the police station, was placed on
 the table. A savory aroma was flowing throughout the entire room.  

Edwin was frantically pacing in front of Harvey.  

“This situation‘s a little troublesome, CEO York.  

Hamilton.  

“Denver is a gangster from the underworld, a real pain in the neck.  

“I can easily suppress him.  

“But Jax loves to play with small tricks. Besides, the Fourth Lady was the one 
who got you in here.  

“There‘s something you don‘t know. Every single wife of the King of 
Gambling has a different background, a.  

“The Fourth Lady, Polly 
Bolton, comes from the Bolton family. Even though it‘s not a top–



rated familythey‘re still one of the strongest first ratě families around. They‘re not to be tr
ifled  

with.  

“That‘s why even I can‘t get you out that easily. We need solid proof...”  

Harvey picked up the cutlery, took a bite out of  

the pork chop rice, and then smiled warmly.  

“I didn‘t think I‘d have a chance to eat the classic pork chop rice. I‘ve only seen these in 
Las Vegas dramas...”  

Chapter 2299  

Edwin threw Harvey an ugly look and muttered, “CEO York, how do you still have the m
ood to eat at a time like this?”  

Harvey smiled and replied indifferently. It tell you that I came on purpose, would you beli
eve  

me?»  

Edwin was slightly taken aback. “You came here on purpose?”  

Harvey nodded, “Yes.”  

“Don‘t you feel that there are too many things that have happened these few days, ever 
since I arrived in Las Vegas from Mordu?”  

“My mother–in–
law was kidnapped. I‘ve been attacked several times. On top of that, some people have 
been eyeing my wife‘s shares of Sky Casino Palace...”  

“Everything is far too coincidental.”  

“And with the way these coincidences come together, I‘ve begun to believe that there is 
no such coincidence in this world.”  

“Some are carefully planned.”  

As Harvey ate, he advised Edwin, “Edwin, you‘re also from the Sword Camp. Sometime
s, you should think more deeply when you run into problems.”  

“For instance, is it useful to let me out now?”  



“Or is it better to take this opportunity to find out who‘s behind everything?”  

Edwin was a smart person. His eyes flickered in understanding as he listened to Harvey
‘s words. “So, does that mean you already know who kidnapped your mother–in–law?”  

“Do you know who attacked you?”  

“I‘m just making a guess,” Harvey said indifferently.  

“After coming in 
today, I carefully reviewed what happened in the past two days. If I‘m not wrong, there‘s
 a pair of invisible hands who‘s behind all these...”  

“And these hands should belong to the top four families of Hong Kong.”  

“Among them, only the Flynns and the Leos of Hong Kong have a 
big grudge against me.”  

“However, the Flynns don‘t have that much power. They couldn‘t have executed their pl
an to this extent.”  

“Most likely, this is the doing of the Leos, or the predators behind them.”  

Edwin was taken by surprise. “CEO York, are you saying that the people in the Leo 
family of Hong  

Kong might not have the surname “Leo“, and that there is someone else behind this?”  

“So this time, the Leos of Hong Kong are the ones acting against you...”  

“Then, what role did the Hamiltons play?”  

Harvey replied nonchalantly, “The Hamilton family of Las Vegas may not have participat
ed in this, but the fourth faction of the family certainly did. They‘re determined to get the 
fifty percent stakes of Sky Casino Palace that are in Mandy‘s hands.”  

Edwin tooka deep breath and said, “CEO York... Is the direction I‘m going with this inves
tigation incorrect?”  

Harvey smiled quietly at him. “It might be, but at the same time, it‘s also correct. Just let 
your men continue investigating the Briewood Gang  

from Hong Kong. Act as if they‘re seeking revenge.”  

“Help me pass a message back to Mordu. Tell Tyson to bring along George Zabel and 
Old Niner to Las Vegas.”  



“Also, you have to keep an eye on this case for me. The witnesses and materials provid
ed by the Hamiltons‘ fourth faction all prove that attacked the police, but in fact, I did so 
out of self –defense.”  

“But since that‘s how they want to play the game, then we should have a good time with
 them.”  

“Tell me, how many years could one be charged for perjury in Las Vegas?”  

Edwin‘s eyes brightened up instantly and he grinned. “It‘s just a few years, but if he‘s co
nvicted and has committed a false accusation, Jax Hamilton 
couldn‘t get out of the prison for six months at the very least!”  

“Don‘t worry, CEO York! I‘ll arrange all these right away...”  

Bang!  

Just 
as Edwin was halfway through speaking, the door of the interrogation room was violentl
y kicked open. 

Harvey York’s Rise to Power Chapter 2299 

Chapter 2299  

Edwin threw Harvey an ugly look and muttered, “CEO York, how do you still have the m
ood to eat at a time like this?”  

Harvey smiled and replied indifferently. It tell you that I came on purpose, would you beli
eve  

me?»  

Edwin was slightly taken aback. “You came here on purpose?”  

Harvey nodded, “Yes.”  

“Don‘t you feel that there are too many things that have happened these few days, ever 
since I arrived in Las Vegas from Mordu?”  

“My mother–in–
law was kidnapped. I‘ve been attacked several times. On top of that, some people have 
been eyeing my wife‘s shares of Sky Casino Palace...”  

“Everything is far too coincidental.”  



“And with the way these coincidences come together, I‘ve begun to believe that there is 
no such coincidence in this world.”  

“Some are carefully planned.”  

As Harvey ate, he advised Edwin, “Edwin, you‘re also from the Sword Camp. Sometime
s, you should think more deeply when you run into problems.”  

“For instance, is it useful to let me out now?”  

“Or is it better to take this opportunity to find out who‘s behind everything?”  

Edwin was a smart person. His eyes flickered in understanding as he listened to Harvey
‘s words. “So, does that mean you already know who kidnapped your mother–in–law?”  

“Do you know who attacked you?”  

“I‘m just making a guess,” Harvey said indifferently.  

“After coming in 
today, I carefully reviewed what happened in the past two days. If I‘m not wrong, there‘s
 a pair of invisible hands who‘s behind all these...”  

“And these hands should belong to the top four families of Hong Kong.”  

“Among them, only the Flynns and the Leos of Hong Kong have a 
big grudge against me.”  

“However, the Flynns don‘t have that much power. They couldn‘t have executed their pl
an to this extent.”  

“Most likely, this is the doing of the Leos, or the predators behind them.”  

Edwin was taken by surprise. “CEO York, are you saying that the people in the Leo 
family of Hong  

Kong might not have the surname “Leo“, and that there is someone else behind this?”  

“So this time, the Leos of Hong Kong are the ones acting against you...”  

“Then, what role did the Hamiltons play?”  

Harvey replied nonchalantly, “The Hamilton family of Las Vegas may not have participat
ed in this, but the fourth faction of the family certainly did. They‘re determined to get the 
fifty percent stakes of Sky Casino Palace that are in Mandy‘s hands.”  



Edwin tooka deep breath and said, “CEO York... Is the direction I‘m going with this inves
tigation incorrect?”  

Harvey smiled quietly at him. “It might be, but at the same time, it‘s also correct. Just let 
your men continue investigating the Briewood Gang  

from Hong Kong. Act as if they‘re seeking revenge.”  

“Help me pass a message back to Mordu. Tell Tyson to bring along George Zabel and 
Old Niner to Las Vegas.”  

“Also, you have to keep an eye on this case for me. The witnesses and materials provid
ed by the Hamiltons‘ fourth faction all prove that attacked the police, but in fact, I did so 
out of self –defense.”  

“But since that‘s how they want to play the game, then we should have a good time with
 them.”  

“Tell me, how many years could one be charged for perjury in Las Vegas?”  

Edwin‘s eyes brightened up instantly and he grinned. “It‘s just a few years, but if he‘s co
nvicted and has committed a false accusation, Jax Hamilton 
couldn‘t get out of the prison for six months at the very least!”  

“Don‘t worry, CEO York! I‘ll arrange all these right away...”  

Bang!  

Just 
as Edwin was halfway through speaking, the door of the interrogation room was violentl
y kicked open. 

Harvey York’s Rise to Power Chapter 2300 

Chapter 2300  

A beautiful woman was about twenty–seven or  

eight years old strode in, surrounded by more than ten Las Vegas officials.  

She had a supermodel body and a height close to 1.7 meters. Her proportions were perf
ect, paired with a delicate and picturesque face. She exuded the aura of a domineering 
CEO  

However, the expression on her lovely face was too cold. She had a demeanor that ree
ked of superiorityx which terrified ordinary men from even sparing a glance at her.  



If one looked closely, the outline of her face was  

somewhat similar to Edwin.  

The people around her 
treated her with utmost respect, not daring to exhale loudly in her  

presence.  

Her appearance made it difficult for everyone in the entire room to breathe.  

The male and female inspectors around wore ugly looks, completely silent.  

Apparently, they never expected that such a trivial matter would provoke this big shot.  

Edwin was briefly stunned. He blurted out,” Sister?! Why are you here?”  

The newcomer was none other than the eldest young lady of the 
Mendoza family, Yoana Mendoza!  

“How can I not come when I know that you‘re fooling around?”  

Yoana‘s face was frosty as she began to admonish Edwin.  

“You‘re an adult! Don‘t you know what should and what shouldn‘t be done?”  

“Even though the Mendoza family has taken over the first–in–
command of Las Vegas, I‘ve already warned you!”  

“We Mendozas should enforce the law impartially since we hold this position!”  

“Who gave you the right to bend the law for personal gain and misbehave using 
the Mendoza name?!”  

Apparently, Edwin was terrified of his older sister. He quickly explained, “Sister, I didn‘t..
.”  

“Shut up!”  

“I don‘want to talk about what happened yesterday! You 
even came to the police station to mess around, and you still dare say otherwise?!”  

Yoana was frustrated. She glared 
angrily at Edwin, and then walked to Harvey coldly. She snorted disdainfully, “You‘re Ha
rvey, right?”  



“I don‘t know where you came from...”  

“But I know what happened in the past two days!”  

“You had a conflict with Denver yesterday, and you sought my brother for help.”  

“Today, you hit the police and got arrested because Jax reported you. And now, you wa
nt my brother to bail you out?!”  

“I‘m warning you! I dont know what you‘re thinking, but you have used the Mendoza 
family as a pawn again and again. Don‘t think you‘ll get away with it!  

“This will be my first and last warning.”  

“My little brother is not your lackey. You should handle your own problems yourself!”  

“Don‘t drag others down with you!”  

Yoana was infuriated. After her father sent Edwin to the Sword 
Camp, he was no longer a playboy and changed into a better person.  

Yet, this random man who appeared out of nowhere had already taken 
her precious little brother down in just two days!  

Yoana couldn‘t wait to strangle Harvey to death!  

As the second–in–
command of the Las Vegas Police Station, she couldn‘t tolerate this. She  

couldn‘t just sit idly by and watch her brother act outside the law for a guy who appeare
d out of nowhere. 

Harvey shot Edwin a meaningful look.  

It seemed this brat still remembered the precepts of the Sword Camp and didn‘t reveal h
is identity to anyone, including his elder sister.  

Now, it looked as if Harvey was a bad influence on Edwin?  

Thinking of this, Harvey smiled and said 
calmly, “Miss Mendoza, you have misunderstood. I asked Edwin to come here not to act
 outside the law...”  

“On the contrary, I want him to watch this and let the police enforce the law impartially, i
nstead of letting others frame me arbitrarily...”   



 


